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1 Executive Summary 
 

The Coorong and Lower Lakes in South Australia are listed as a wetland of international importance 

under the Ramsar Convention (1971) and an Icon Site under the Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s 

(M-DBA) Living Murray Program. The Ngarrindjeri nation, as traditional owner of this ‘country’, is 

contributing to an Ecological Character Description (ECD) for the Coorong and Lakes Alexandrina and 

Albert Ramsar Wetland (see DEH 2000; M-DBC 2006; Hemming et al. 2015; Hemming, Trevorrow & 

Rougham 2016).1 As the peak Ngarrindjeri governance body, the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority 

(NRA) is leading negotiations and agreement-making with South Australian authorities in the region 

towards recognition and support for healthy Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) (see 

Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Hemming & Rigney 2014).2 The unique contract law strategy of Kungun 

Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement making (KNYA - Listen to Ngarrindjeri speaking), provides an inter-

cultural framework for a genuine and potentially just negotiation of interests in ‘country’ and has 

created the basis for Ngarrindjeri engagement in the Ramsar ECD process (see KNYA 2009; 

Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2011). As a key commitment under the KNYA, the NRA and the Department 

of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) co-designed the Ngarrindjeri engagement 

strategy for the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) Recovery Project. Since 2011 the 

CLLMM Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Project (NPP) has sought to build the long-term core capacity of 

the NRA to engage with the increasingly complex NRM and water management sector in projects 

including the updating of the Ramsar ECD. A unique form of co-management of natural resources 

and environmental water has consequently emerged in South Australia’s Lower Murray region. 

Importantly, this development of Indigenous capacity for input to policy and planning regimes 

realises a principle of justice and equity that is becoming broadly recognised as critical in achieving 

robust indigenous engagements in water management (see Birckhead et al. 2011; Jackson et al. 

2015; Nursey-Bray & Arabana Aboriginal Corporation 2015). 

 

In 2014, as part of South Australia’s Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth Recovery Project 

(CLLMM), the Ngarrindjeri and the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources 

(DEWNR) finalised a Statement of Commitment (SOC) designed to set a framework for Ngarrindjeri 

input into the ECD update (see Appendix 2). This Goyder Institute project has investigated the 

theoretical and methodological innovations developed to support Ngarrindjeri engagement in 

Ramsar wetland management and the potential of this approach to inform the process of 

incorporation of Indigenous values and interests into water and wetland management more 

generally. These innovations challenge western conceptualisations of ‘human’ and ‘nature’ and add 

to the literature addressing the relationship between the cultural, social, economic and ecological 

values and benefits of wetlands. This Goyder project builds on previous research focussing on 

concepts such as cultural water, Indigenous water and environmental flows, and mechanisms for 

Indigenous engagement in environmental water planning in South Australia’s Murray-Darling Basin 

region (see Kirby et al. 2013; Hemming & Rigney 2014). 

 

For Ngarrindjeri, engaging with the State’s natural resource management (NRM) regime requires a 

increasingly sophisticated theoretical and political literacy that extends beyond disciplinary 

boundaries and brings with it insights developed in national and international indigenous contexts 

(see Byrd 2011; Jackson & Langton 2012; Smith 2012; Cornell 2015b; Cosens & Chaffin 2016; Rigney, 

Bignall & Hemming 2015). The authors of this report have contributed to the development of these 
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literacies and, in this project, have attempted to identify key conceptual and theoretical insights that 

support ‘decolonising’ practices in wetland and water management such as the KNY agreements. 

These shifts address Australian commitments under international treaties such as the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) and the Ramsar Convention (1971), towards 

improved recognition and respect for indigenous values, knowledges, and uses associated with the 

environmental management of lands and waters (see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; UNDRIP 2007; 

Ramsar Culture Working Group 2013).  

 

Indigenous knowledges, practices and resilience are fundamentally intertwined with the health of 

many international wetlands and this complex relationship has continued for many thousands of 

years (see Toussaint, Sullivan & Yu 2005; Birckhead et al. 2011; Jackson & Palmer 2015; Cosens & 

Chaffin 2016). In Australia this process has a long history of conflict associated with State 

misunderstanding and non-recognition of Indigenous relationships with country (see Rose 1996). 

Indigenous survival and resilience in the face of ongoing colonisation requires an ongoing resistive, 

hard-fought and strategically negotiated relationship with the burgeoning natural resource 

management (NRM) regimes of settler-States. This Indigenous resilience and creative agency is 

largely under-valued, misunderstood or absent from the literature concerning ecosystem systems 

services. For many western scientists and environmental managers Indigenous knowledge is 

understood as a ‘data-set’ that can be ‘captured’ and disconnected from a living, creative and 

innovating Indigenous nation. However, as a consequence of increased Indigenous participation in 

research and policy development, scientists and natural resource managers are coming to 

understand that Indigenous nations hold deep ‘ecological’ knowledge commonly associated with the 

concept of biocultural diversity. For some Indigenous nations interactions with the NRM institutions 

of the settler-State can be characterised as taking place in a contemporary ‘contact zone’ where 

deep knowledge of country is becoming understood to be a form of Indigenous cultural property.  

 

In South Australia, the Ngarrindjeri nation is leading a transformation in the approach to articulating 

understandings of ecosystem services with ecological health that move away from a 

compartmentalised approach where different aspects of wellbeing and ecological health are 

managed in separate ‘silos’ using western forms of anthroprocentrism and human exceptionalism 

(see Birckhead et al. 2011; Weir 2011; Bark et al. 2014; Jackson & Palmer 2015; Jackson et al. 2015; 

Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 2015). Indigenous peoples internationally share conceptualisations of 

their humanity as being constituted in inextricable relations with the non-human world. For 

Ngarrindjeri this philosophy is embodied in the concept and practice of Yannarumi or ‘Speaking as 

Country’. This philosophy privileges the interconnectivity between the lands, waters and all living 

things. As part of the living body of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site Ngarrindjeri have an abiding 

responsibility to sustain what western science understands as ecological health. For Ngarrindjeri 

‘wise-use’ requires practicing a lawful, respectful, and reproductive life that respects the Creation 

Stories handed down from the Kaldowinyeri (Creation). As part of the ECD project Ngarrindjeri have 

conducted a preliminary Yannarumi assessment of the health of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site 

that refuses to disconnect the wellbeing of the Ngarrindjeri nation from the health of the lands, 

waters and all living things (see Hemming et al. 2015; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 2015; Hemming , 

Trevorrow & Rougham 2016) (see Appendix 3).  As Ngarrindjeri leaders and elders have consistently 

stated publically: ‘The lands and waters is a living body. We the Ngarrindjeri people are part of its 

existence. The lands and waters must be healthy for the Ngarrindjeri people to be healthy’ (see 
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Trevorrow in Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002). 

(Figure 1) The Coorong, and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar Site (DEWNR 2014) 
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(Figure 2) Ngarrindjeri native title claim  
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2 Introduction and Background 
 

 

Ngarrindjeri Vision for Country 2006 

 

Our Lands, Our Waters, Our People, All Living Things are connected.  We implore 

people to respect our Ruwe (Country) as it was created in the Kaldowinyeri (the 

Creation).  We long for sparkling, clean waters, healthy land and people and all living 

things.  We long for the Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) of our ancestors.  Our vision is all 

people Caring, Sharing, Knowing and Respecting the lands, the waters and all living 

things. 

(Ngarrindjeri Nation in M-DBA 2014: 25) 

 

We argue that because Ngarrindjeri water, wetlands and floodplains are so intimately 

tied to Ngarrindjeri wellbeing there must be a holistic, long-term program for 

Ngarrindjeri to address the impacts of extensive environmental degradation of 

Ngarrindjeri lands and waters. This means developing research, employment, 

education/training, planning, cultural and spiritual processes. In this way Ngarrindjeri 

can hope to achieve wellbeing in a globalising economy, a twenty-first century world 

and on Yarluwar-Ruwe that is affected by global warming and destructive non-

Indigenous land and waters practices. 

(Birckhead et al. 2011: 42)  

 

 

The Ngarrindjeri Vision for Country contains long-standing principles of ‘wise use’ of an indigenous 

‘country’ reliant on healthy rivers, lakes, estuaries and coastlines. Fundamental to this vision is an 

understanding that everything is connected and that wellbeing requires healthy lands, waters and all 

living things. In 1985 the Coorong, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert were designated as a wetland of 

international significance under the Ramsar Convention (1971), directly connecting Ngarrindjeri 

Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) with an emerging global framework for the protection and wise use of 

wetlands. Ngarrindjeri and other indigenous nations world-wide share an understanding that the 

relationship between lands, waters and all living things are bound together in a relationship of 

interdependence which refuses the modern Western distinction between humans and nature. For 

Ngarrindjeri this philosophy of interconnectivity is expressed in the concept of Ruwe/Ruwar (body, 

spirit, lands, waters and all living things). For Indigenous peoples living within settler democracies 

such as Australia, Canada, the United States and New Zealand securing rights to country, and gaining 

recognition of indigenous values and knowledges has taken various pathways, usually through some 

form of treaty process (Langton et al. 2009). In Australia land rights, native title and cultural heritage 

protection have produced the key legislative frameworks through which rights, responsibilities and 

values associated with wetlands have been negotiated (see Figure 2). The historical, political and 

legal context in Australia has, however, produced minimal Indigenous rights to water (see Tan & 

Jackson 2013; Jackson & Langton 2012). 

 

The Ramsar Convention (1971) is an intergovernmental treaty that provides a framework for the 

global protection of significant wetlands (see DEH 2000). The listing of the Coorong and Lakes 

Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar wetland, at the mouth of the River Murray, as a wetland of 

international significance obligates the South Australian and Australian governments to manage the 
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site according to developing principles of ‘wise use’ promoted by this international treaty. This part 

of Australia’s Murray-Darling Basin is at the centre of extensive environmental management 

programs emerging from government policies seeking to address ecological degradation caused by 

climate-change induced drought and the over-allocation of water (see DEH 2009). The intensification 

of government intervention in Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe amplified the need for negotiations to 

occur between Ngarrindjeri and the State of South Australia regarding possible solutions. In 2009 

Ngarrindjeri negotiated a new relationship with the State of South Australia formally beginning a 

process of non-Indigenous recognition of the importance of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar (Country) to 

Ngarrindjeri wellbeing (see Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002; Hemming & Rigney 2008, 2012; 

KNYA 2009). The landmark 2009 Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement (KNYA- Listen to 

Ngarrindjeri speaking) created a mechanism for building Ngarrindjeri nation capacity to become a 

critical contributor to regional NRM. This agreement secured a foundation for material, intellectual 

and cultural collaboration, enabling the transformation of regional NRM to incorporate the 

Ngarrindjeri concept of Ruwe/Ruwar. This Ngarrindjeri-led program recently received recognition as 

the 2015 Australian Riverprize winner. 

 

2.1 Goyder Project: Background 
 

The Goyder Institute For Water Research Project E.1.17 ‘Incorporating Indigenous knowledge, values 

and interests into environmental water planning in the Coorong and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert 

Ramsar Wetland’ was conceived by the authors as an opportunity to add value to the work being 

conducted by the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority’s Yarluwar-Ruwe Program, the NRA’s Research, 

Policy and Planning Unit and a joint DEWNR and NRA Ramsar Ecological Character Description (ECD) 

working party. The authors of this Goyder Report, Professor Daryle Rigney and Associate Professor 

Steve Hemming, as members of the working party, have been working on the continuing 

development of Ngarrindjeri engagement methodologies as part of their role in the broader CLLMM 

Ngarrindjeri Partnership Project (CLLMM NPP). Flinders University had been contracted by the NRA 

to provided specialist support to the CLLMM NPP from 2011. In mid-2013 a working party was 

established to begin developing a Statement of Commitment (SOC) to frame Ngarrindjeri 

engagement in the updating of the ECD for the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site. This SOC was 

finalised and signed in 2014 committing the parties to the agreement to a series of principles, 

objectives and processes and outcomes. This SOC recognises and supports the NRA’s commitment to 

Indigenous nation-building and locates Ngarrindjeri world-view and understandings of ‘being’ at the 

centre of input into the new updated ECD.  

As a whole-of-government agreement the 2009 KNYA operates as a form of ‘treaty’, re-setting the 

relationship between Ngarrindjeri and the settler-State. As a consultation and negotiation 

framework, recognising Ngarrindjeri as ‘traditional owners’, it centres predominantly on matters 

relating to natural resource and cultural heritage management.3 For Ngarrindjeri, a key strategic 

purpose of the KNYA was to create a formal mechanism enabling Ngarrindjeri cultural values to 

become integral to all planning and future management arrangements impacting on Ngarrindjeri 

Yarluwar-Ruwe. As a key commitment under the KNYA, the NRA and the Department of 

Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) co-designed the Ngarrindjeri engagement 

strategy for the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) Recovery Project. The CLLMM 

Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Project 2012-2016 (CLLMM NPP) has sought to build the core 
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organisational capacity of the NRA to engage in the State’s CLLMM Recovery Project and to create 

sustainable capacity over the long term. Importantly, this has required a transformation of NRM 

regional culture to include the NRA and the Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe Program as an essential, and 

funded, component of regional NRM. 

 

2.2 Goyder Research Project E.1.17 – Project Brief 
 

The following project brief was developed for the Goyder project ‘E.1.17 Incorporating Indigenous 

knowledge, values and interests into environmental water planning in the Coorong and Lakes 

Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar Wetland’: 

The Coorong and Lower Lakes represent a wetland of international importance 

under the Ramsar Convention and an Icon Site under the Murray-Darling Basin 

Authorities The Living Murray Program. Ngarrindjeri are inputting into a 

updated Ecological Character Description (ECD) for the Coorong and Lakes 

Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar Wetland (see DEH 2000; M-DBC 2006). Key to 

this engagement is the development of a Ngarrindjeri Cultural Character 

Description (NCCD) for the Ramsar wetland designed as an innovative method 

for incorporating indigenous interests, traditions and knowledges into Ramsar 

wetland planning and management. During 2013 Ngarrindjeri and DEWNR 

worked on the development of the Statement of Commitment (SOC) designed 

to set the framework for Ngarrindjeri input into ECD update. 

 

The Ngarrindjeri nation in southern South Australia, located in the Coorong, 

Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth region, use the term Ruwe/Ruwar to 

encapsulate the interconnection between country, body, and spirit 

(Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006). This interconnection is fundamental to wellbeing 

and it is for this reason that healthy lands and waters are critical to healthy 

Ngarrindjeri people and culture. Creation ancestors such as Ngurunderi give 

Ngarrindjeri traditional responsibility to care for Ruwe/Ruwar. These cultural 

values and philosophies will inform the NCCD for the Coorong, Lower Lakes 

Ramsar wetland. The Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA) is leading 

negotiations and agreement-making with South Australian authorities to 

transform the existing natural resource and heritage management regimes in 

the region towards recognition and support for healthy Ngarrindjeri 

Ruwe/Ruwar (see Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002; Hemming, Rigney & 

Pearce 2007; Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2010, 2011; Hemming & Rigney [2008;] 

2012). 

 

This Goyder project will support the further development and theorisation of 

the approach being developed for Indigenous engagement in the Coorong, 

Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar wetland. This work is directly addressing 

the priorities being set by the Ramsar Culture Working Group for the inclusion 

of cultural values under the Ramsar Convention (see RCWG 2009, 2012, 2013). 

The development of a Ngarrindjeri Character Description and its 

interconnection with the Ecological Character Description represents an 
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internationally significant innovation in wetlands management and 

environmental water planning. This strategy articulates concepts and 

methodologies from cultural theory, Indigenous standpoint theory and 

Ngarrindjeri philosophies into water and wetland planning. This Goyder project 

will expand on our work in two previous Goyder Projects E.1.5 & E.1.7: 

examining the relationship between environmental water and cultural or 

Indigenous water; and the identification and assessment of engagement 

strategies and mechanisms for incorporating Indigenous decision-making, 

research interests and knowledges into the environmental water management 

regime in SAM-DB region.   

 

Annual and long-term environmental water planning for the Coorong and 

Lower Lakes is informed by a growing body of scientific research aimed at 

understanding differing flow regimes and their relationships with ecosystem 

processes and biota. This work is aimed at the delivery of environmental flows 

that generate positive ecological outcomes. South Australian and 

Commonwealth water planners and managers are beginning to incorporate 

Ngarrindjeri interests and cultural knowledges into this environmental water 

management regime. Ngarrindjeri have provided strong support for freshwater 

flows that provide the connectivity between freshwater and estuarine/marine 

environments – this connectivity principle is embedded in the Ngarrindjeri 

cultural knowledge and Creation Stories associated with the ‘Meeting of the 

Waters’ in the Ramsar site.  

 

This project will examine the relationship between key Ngarrindjeri markers 

for the cultural health of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site and explore their 

relationship to development of a Ngarrindjeri Character Description and the 

broader Ecological Character Description.  

 

The knowledge gained from the project will: 

 Improve understanding of the relationship between freshwater flow and 

the Ngarrindjeri cultural health of the Coorong Ramsar site; 

 Provide increased understanding of the Ngarrindjeri case for supporting 

freshwater flows to the Coorong, including during times of water 

scarcity; 

 Examine synergies between growing scientific knowledge of the 

relationship between freshwater flows and ecosystem processes and 

biota and Ngarrindjeri long-term knowledge of the Coorong and Lower 

Lakes; 

 Influence the implementation of the Basin-wide environmental watering 

strategy and annual priorities; 

 Influence the priorities being set by the Ramsar Culture Working Group 

for the inclusion of cultural values under the Ramsar Convention 

International Ramsar and Australia’s approach to including Indigenous 

values into Ramsar wetland planning. 
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The aims and scope of this project brief have been addressed in this report and some of the results 

have been prepared and submitted for publication and included in conference and workshop 

presentations (see Hemming & Rigney 2015; Hemming et al. 2015; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 2015; 

Bignall, Hemming & Rigney 2016; Hemming et al. in press).4 There has been some modification to 

the report’s stated focus to accommodate a key conceptual shift in the Ngarrindjeri strategy from a 

Ngarrindjeri Cultural Character Description to a Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) assessment of the 

health of the Ramsar site. The Ngarrindjeri philosophy of Yannarumi has also been highlighted in a 

formal Speaking as Country Deed between the NRA and the SA Government in 2014 (see Appendix 

1). These shifts and innovations are discussed in this report and they were included in the successful 

2015 Australian Riverprize submission.5 It is important to note that the CLLMM NPP’s Yarluwar-Ruwe 

Program is, recognised as Australian best-practice in collaborative river management for supporting 

innovations such as the unique approach to updating the Ramsar ECD. This collaborative approach is 

unique in its establishment of a formal negotiation framework protected by common law contracts, 

which includes a Water Planning SOC, a Cultural Knowledge Agreement, the Yannarumi assessment 

framework and the Speaking as Country Deed 2014. However, the fact of collaboration and the legal 

framework for negotiation, does not in itself guarantee significant transformations in the final form 

of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD. Given the radical nature of the changes proposed, and the 

specialist Ngarrindjeri and disciplinary knowledge required to produce this new approach, 

Ngarrindjeri sought a mechanism that could explain the potential wider value of the Ngarrindjeri 

approach to the ECD to the Commonwealth Government team responsible for approving the 

updated ECD. Ngarrindjeri addressed this issue in the ECD SOC by requiring a State commitment to 

facilitate discussions between the NRA and the relevant Commonwealth agency regarding potential 

improvements to the Australian National Framework ‘Describing Ecological  Character of Ramsar 

Wetlands, 2005’ in relation to the ‘better accommodation of Aboriginal interests and perspectives’ 

(NRA & DEWNR 2014, p. 9). This negotiated outcome required significant background research by 

the NRA to understand the policy and legislative environment that produces primary management 

documents such as Ramsar ECDs. 

 

During the development of this Goyder project it was expected that Ngarrindjeri input into the 

Ramsar ECD process would be finalised prior to the completion of the final Goyder report. In 

particular, it was expected that the negotiations surrounding the State and Commonwealth 

responses to Ngarrindjeri inputs would be completed and the draft of the updated ECD would be 

ready for broader consultation. This would have enabled this research report to assess the success, 

or otherwise, of Ngarrindjeri attempts to produce a Ramsar ECD that more effectively engages with 

indigenous knowledge systems and ways of being (epistemologies and ontologies) (see Hemming, 

Rigney and Berg 2011; Bark et al. 2015; Jackson & Palmer 2015). Due to ongoing negotiation 

between the Australian and South Australian Government’s the draft of the updated ECD has yet to 

be completed. As a consequence, this report focusses attention on: the theoretical and strategic 

innovations facilitating just Ngarrindjeri engagement in the Ramsar ECD updating process; 

implications for environmental water management; the theoretical and conceptual basis of the 

Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment framework; and the major structural changes and inclusions 

proposed by the Ngarrindjeri representatives on the ECD working party. Input into the Ecological 

Character Description update continues. This discussion is contained in chapters addressing the 

theoretical and methodological trajectories producing a contemporary move towards Ngarrindjeri 
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co-management of Yarluwar-Ruwe (Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site is part of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-

Ruwe). They consider the specific mechanisms for positive transformation, produced in the course of 

the project to support the updating of the Ramsar ECD. A series of recommendations are included as 

part of the report’s conclusion.  
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3 Theoretical and methodological trajectories: towards Ngarrindjeri 

co-management of Yarluwar-Ruwe 
 

 

How do we change mentalities, how do we reinvent social practices that would give 

back to humanity – if it ever had it – a sense of responsibility, not only for its own 

survival, but equally for the future of life on the planet, animal and vegetative species, 

likewise for incorporeal species such as music…[(re)engendering] the feeling of fusion 

at the heart of the Cosmos. 

(Felix Guattari in Sullivan 2010, p. 122) 

 

Indigenous critical theory could be said to exist in its best form when it centers itself 

within indigenous epistemologies and in the specificities of the communities and 

cultures from which it emerges and then looks outward to engage European 

philosophical, legal and cultural traditions in order to build upon all the allied tools 

available. 

(Jodi Byrd 2011, xxx) 

 

At the start of the new millennium the Murray-Darling Basin and South Australia was plunged into a 

serious drought that severely restricted the flow of water through Ngarrindjeri Ruwe (Country), 

impacting the health of the lower River Murray, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, and the Coorong. The 

entire Murray estuary here is identified as a Ramsar Wetland of International Importance. This 

region supports a fragile ecology where the ‘Meeting of the Waters’ takes place, as fresh water 

combines with ocean saltwater in the tidal flows of the river mouth (see Hemming, Trevorrow & 

Rigney 2002; Bell 2014; Bell & Kampf 2014). This area is a vital cultural and creation place for the 

Ngarrindjeri, and a habitat and breeding ground for many Ngarrindjeri ngartji (totems – friends). In 

1999 the Ngarrindjeri Ramsar Working Group produced a nation-endorsed position paper that 

lamented the degradation of waters in the region: 

Too much water has been diverted from the river system and not enough water 

now reaches the Lakes and Coorong. The quality of the water has also fallen. The 

water is cloudy, polluted and not fit for drinking. The Murray, the Lakes and the 

Coorong are no longer environmentally healthy and this is partly why the 

Ngarrindjeri people are not healthy. The Ngarrindjeri know that the Coorong, 

Lakes and River are dying. 

(NRWG 1999, p. 5)  

The Ngarrindjeri position paper was referred to, but was not included in the final Ramsar 

Management Plan as a key discussion paper, after promises were made by the South Australian 

Government (DEH 2000). The disrespectful approach to Ngarrindjeri values, aspirations and 

knowledges was compounded by the degraded health of the river system.  

 

This sad state of affairs stands as a direct counterpoint to the Ngarrindjeri ‘Vision for Country’ (see p. 

7), which encapsulates the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of being (Ruwe/Ruwar) at the centre of recent 
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Ngarrindjeri interventions in natural resource and cultural heritage management. Ngarrindjeri elders 

and leaders developed this aspirational statement in 2006 as a fundamental part of the Ngarrindjeri 

Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006).  It makes plain ongoing Ngarrindjeri 

traditions, values and aspirations associated with Ngarrindjeri lands and waters. It was an example 

of Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) and it carries with it reference to Ngarrindjeri law, 

and a Ngarrindjeri assessment of what constitutes wellbeing and what has to change to achieve this 

vision. This section of the report traces the theoretical and methodological trajectories towards the 

Ngarrindjeri co-management of Yarluwar-Ruwe envisioned in 2006 and continued in the recent 

updating of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar Ecological Character Description (ECD). The shift towards 

Indigenous ‘inclusion’ in NRM and recognition of leadership in ‘co-management’ of Country provides 

a pathway to healing damaged ecological systems such as the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site, the 

Ngarrindjeri who are a part of Yarluwar-Ruwe and the ongoing legacy of colonialism and racism in 

Australian society.  

 

3.1 Problems with modernist, posthuman and neoliberal approaches to 

valuing ‘nature’ 
 

Ngarrindjeri engagement with the development of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD provides a 

valuable example of complex alliances of ideas woven together from a Ngarrindjeri centre of 

consciousness. This weaving together of partnerships and knowledges represents Ngarrindjeri 

agency in regional NRM and highlights the importance of Indigenous standpoint theory in securing 

and communicating Indigenous conceptualisations of country (see Nakata 2007; Moreton-Robinson 

2013). Ngarrindjeri use the weaving metaphor and associated images to represent the concept of 

Ruwe/Ruwar (interconnectivity). As Ngarrindjeri Elder Ellen Trevorrow (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006, p. 

51) writes: ’Stitch by stitch, circle by circle, weaving is like the creation of life, all things are 

connected’.  

 

Challenges of sustainability have in recent years prompted an important shift within western 

environmentalism towards ‘posthumanism’ (see Latour 2004; Barad 2007; Braidotti 2009; Weir 

2009). For example, Felix Guattari, influential French ‘post-humanist’ philosopher, poses questions 

to generate thinking about new futures where responsibility for wellbeing brings with it a more 

ethical and accountable relationship between people, lands, waters and all living things (Guattari 

2000). This vision for human non-human life resonates with Ngarrindjeri strategies for engaging with 

NRM and other interventions in Ngarrindjeri country. It can be argued that ‘posthumanist’ objectives 

such as Guattari’s share common ground with indigenous ‘de-colonising’ projects or in the 

Ngarrindjeri context nation re-building work (see Smith 1999; Rigney & Hemming 2014; Rigney, 

Bignall & Hemming 2015; Bignall, Hemming & Rigney 2016). The additional work for indigenous 

nations, however, includes making visible the value of indigenous philosophies, knowledges and 

critical theories and their strategic alliances with non-Indigenous ‘philosophical, legal and cultural 

traditions’. These alliances, as can be seen in the Ngarrindjeri example, produce hopeful futures 

towards a postcolonial or ‘ex-colonial’ relationship between indigenous people, the lands and waters 

and settler-States (see Byrd 2011; Bignall 2014). This reconciled relationship can be understood as a 

just re-inhabitation of ‘country’ deeply damaged by the process of colonisation (see Greunewald 

2003; Hemming & Rigney 2008).  
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Whilst this conceptual framework shares many features in common with Indigenous ontologies, 

epistemologies, axiologies and ethologies it typically fails to acknowledge Indigenous knowledges as 

a prior form of this ‘new’ paradigm. What is otherwise a promising move in environmental theory 

continues a long colonial tradition of the non-recognition of Indigenous agency and authority. For 

example, baseline drafts of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD assumed that in 1836 the Ramsar 

site was in a ‘natural’ state, untouched by human interaction – obscuring Ngarrindjeri agency. Since 

British colonisation there is a story of human-induced degradation of the ecological health of the 

wetlands as a consequence of agriculture, irrigation and other interventions. Ngarrindjeri survival 

through the most intensive periods of colonisation is invisible and the only human interactions with 

the lands and waters are identified as non-Indigenous. The NRA and the authors of this report 

consider their engagement with Goyder Institute research projects provides a crucial opportunity to 

prioritise Ngarrindjeri knowledge and agency, as a basis for conceptual engagement with non-

Indigenous science, research, and policy planning, and especially in light of the evident paradigm 

shift towards ‘posthumanism’.  

 

Although the developing guidelines and protocols emerging from the Ramsar Convention are 

incorporating ideas such as bio-cultural diversity, reflecting an increasing influence of contemporary 

cultural theory, philosophy and indigenous perspectives, these shifts are yet to be reflected in 

Australian Ramsar guidelines. However, when these conceptual innovations do make an appearance 

in Australian Ramsar planning and management they will need to take into account indigenous 

critiques of posthumanism and associated calls for a more sophisticated system of valuing of 

‘ecosystems services’ and engaging with Indigenous conceptualisations of country (see Weir 2009; 

Sullivan 2010; Birckhead et al. 2011; Byrd 2011; Hill et al. 2013; Howitt et al. 2013; Pert et al. 2014; 

Winthrop 2014; Coombes, Johnson & Howitt 2015; Propper & Haupts 2014; Comberti et al. 2015; 

Ens et al. 2015; Jackson & Palmer 2015; Tadaki, Allen & Sinner 2015; Hoogeveen 2016). The Ramsar 

Convention promotes the importance of the health of wetlands for the wellbeing of humans and 

links this to an ethical approach to caring described as ‘wise use’. It is therefore important to 

understand limits inherent in the principal framework for conceptualising the relationships between 

‘wetlands’ and humans, this is the ecosystem services model which brings capitalist systems of 

valuing and caring to bear in a reductionist approach to describing and managing ‘country’. 

 

3.2 Valuing ‘country’ and Indigenous nation building 
 

The Ngarrindjeri approach to NRM prioritises Indigenous nation building principles and asserts a 

cultural responsibility to Speak as Country (Yannarumi) (see Appendix 1; Cornell 2015b; Cosens & 

Chaffin 2016). This strategy has gathered pace since the 1995 Hindmarsh Island (Kumarangk) Bridge 

Royal Commission, but can be identified as starting in its contemporary form in the mid-1980s with 

the establishment of organisations such as the Ngarrindjeri Tendi Inc. and the Ngarrindjeri Land and 

Progress Association Inc. (see Stevens 1995; Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Bell 2008). A collective of 

Ngarrindjeri leaders, scholars and non-Indigenous supporters have contributed to its development 

using insights from Ngarrindjeri philosophy, cultural studies, Indigenous standpoint theory, 

postcolonial theory, anticolonial theory, assemblage theory, critical race theory, actor-network 

theory, post-humanist philosophy, the ‘New Humanities’, critical whiteness studies, anthropology, 

human geography and neo-Abolitionist theory (see for example: Haraway 1988; Rose 1996; Smith 
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1999; Spivak 1999; Latour 2004; Hemming 2006; Barad 2007; Moreton-Robinson 2007, 2013; Nakata 

2007; Escobar 2008; Hemming & Rigney 2008; Braidotti 2009; Weir 2009; Aho 2010; Berg 2010; 

Bignall 2010; Byrd 2011; Gamage 2011; Leonardo 2013; Simpson 2014; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 

2015). This list reflects the complexity of theory and ideas brought together in the South Australian 

context to address the challenges faced by Indigenous leaders when attempting to ‘discover’ the 

best strategies for producing healthy futures for their people, their lands and waters. The results of 

this work have produced significant changes in relations between Ngarrindjeri and the setter-State. 

They have produced material changes for Ngarrindjeri people and have been reported in national 

and international conferences, published in journals, book chapters and included in NRM 

management plans (see Cornell 2015b; Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2011; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 

2015). 

 

This Goyder report is written from the perspective of a theorised Indigenous engagement with 

western NRM – from the First Nation context looking outward. It is a contribution to a growing call 

for a more sophisticated and critical application of concepts such as ‘ecosystem services’ and 

‘cultural ecosystem services’ common in international and Australian NRM contexts (see Jackson & 

Langton 2012; Ayre & McKenzie 2012; Ramsar Culture Working Group 2013; Bark et al. 2015; 

Jackson & Palmer 2015; Jackson et al. 2015). In recent position papers, the Ramsar Culture Working 

Group (RCWG 2013), characterise the overall Ramsar agenda as a ‘cultural’ one. In 2013 this working 

groups was expanded to become the Ramsar Culture Network (RCN) and their work has led to 

important inclusions in the Fourth Ramsar Strategic Plan 2016-2024 (Ramsar 2015, p. 8) such as 

Target No. 10: 

The traditional knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous peoples and 

local communities relevant for the wise use of wetlands and their customary use 

of wetland resources are documented, respected, subject to national legislation 

and relevant international obligations, and fully integrated and reflected in the 

implementation of the Convention, with a full and effective participation of 

indigenous peoples and local communities at all relevant levels. 

Emerging shifts in global conservation policy, reflected in Target 10, are encouraging given the 

ongoing work of NRA in promoting the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of being as crucial to ‘wise use’ of the 

Coorong Ramsar wetland. Ngarrindjeri philosophy is given form in contexts such as contemporary 

nation-building, engagements with river and wetland management, and most recently  in the 

Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) assessment of the ‘health’ of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site. 

The work being undertaken by the NRA,  in partnership with government agencies such as DEWNR, 

has the potential to better align South Australia’s approach to wetland management with the 

Ramsar Strategic Plan post-2015 and contribute to an international conversation about the 

importance of ‘bio-cultural diversity’ (see Escobar 2008; Ens et al. 2015). At the national level it is 

crucial to align Ramsar planning and management with state and regional developments in 

‘Aboriginal affairs’, such as the new South Australian Aboriginal Regional Authority Policy 2016 with 

its emphasis on Indigenous capacity and Indigenous nation (re)building (see Department of State 

Development 2016).  

 

The trajectories, strategies and theoretical innovations developed and adapted by Ngarrindjeri to 

create a ‘de-colonial’ shift in wetland and river management, put into practice recent calls for a 

more nuanced approach to engaging with concepts such as ‘ecosystem services’ and ‘cultural 
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ecosystem services’ being deployed in Australian contexts such as Ramsar ECDs (see Appadurai 

1990; Hemming & Rigney 2008; Jackson & Palmer 2015; Bark et al. 2015). Ngarrindjeri have 

understood the application of these concepts and practices to have potentially detrimental effects 

to Ngarrindjeri wellbeing and connectivity and to be part of the continuing colonisation of 

Ngarrindjeri lands and waters (see Hemming & Rigney 2008; Sullivan 2010; Hemming Rigney & Berg 

2011; Mignolo 2011; Jackson & Palmer 2015). The NRA has developed a strategic, theorised form of 

negotiation and nation-building which uses contract law to reframe the discourse, power relations, 

ontologies, epistemologies and practices that flow into Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe with globalising 

forms of environmental management and commodification. For Ngarrindjeri, a Yannarumi process 

provides a mechanism for creating and assessing the impacts on Ngarrindjeri wellbeing resulting 

from interactions with settler-State policies, program and practices. Consequently, engaging with 

global/local programs, designed to describe and manage the ‘character’ of ecologically conceived 

entities such as Ramsar wetlands, is a complex test of the resilience of contemporary Ngarrindjeri 

nation (re)building strategies.  

 

A recently published Murray-Darling Basin case study, conducted by Rosalind Bark and other high-

profile Australia water policy researchers, applies cultural Ecological Services (ES) typologies to the 

famous Brewarrina fish traps. They make important points about concepts such as connectivity, 

cultural landscapes and system holism that clearly illustrate the direction that Indigenous and non-

Indigenous researchers and leaders are attempting to shift the current Australian water 

management regimes: 

Taking the issue of connectivity more broadly, it can be understood in a range 

of ways in terms of cultural ES –hydrological and ecological connectivity 

between the Ngemba billabong and the fish traps, between people and the 

river, between cultural practices and hydrological knowledge of water flows 

and waterway ecologies, and between Dreamtime (Creation) stories and their 

encoded rules and current management practices. These aspects of cultural 

value expand the importance of the fish trap site from one that is significant 

for its archaeological value to one with multiple social, cultural, ecological and 

economic values, as well as recognition of the key stewardship role of 

traditional owners and custodians. System holism is central to indigenous 

water cultures from the Darling River region (Muir et al. 2010) and elsewhere 

(Barber 2005; Bradley 2010), yet it is difficult to place within current typologies 

that demarcate categories of value (economic, cultural, ecological) and/or 

posit oppositions such as those made by Chan et al. (2012): self-oriented vs. 

other-oriented, individual vs. group, physical vs. metaphysical, etc. Future 

research could field test these value dichotomies and address the value of 

system holism (see Johnston et al. 2011 for an example) or what has become 

known in heritage circles as a cultural landscape approach (Byrne et al. 2003). 

(Bark et al. 2015, p. 8) 

 

It took Ngarrindjeri over fifteen years to convince the SA Government that the ‘Meeting of the 

Waters’ area at the mouth of the River Murray is a sacred cultural landscape vital to the 

reproduction of life and encapsulating the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of Ruwe/Ruwar – 

interconnectivity (see Bell 1998, 2009, 2014; Simons 2003; Birckhead et al. 2013; Hemming 2009; 
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Hemming & Rigney 2013). As journalist David Nason reported in the Advertiser in July, 2010 ‘when it 

was over the Hindmarsh Island affair had become one of the most complex and bitterly litigated 

racial conflicts in Australian history’ (Nason 2010). The contract law KNYA strategy and a 

combination of legal, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research was required to produce a 

successful outcome in these negotiations, due in large part to the inadequacies, and 

disconnectedness of cultural heritage, native title and natural resource management law and policy 

(see Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2011).  

 

The NRA (2012: 3) have also been very clear about the importance of flows, interconnectivity and a 

priori rights to ‘water’ as evidenced in its submission to the M-DBA for the Murray-Darling Basin 

Plan:  

Ngarrindjeri consider they have the first right, a right attached to the exercise of 

their cultural rights, interests and responsibilities, that precedes all other rights 

including but not limited to the legislative function of the M-DBA to allocate water 

for particular uses. The rights and interests of the Ngarrindjeri require that water 

flows into, through, and from, their country from up river. This is a right a priori to 

all others and the MDBA should commence their consideration of allocations 

without interference or diminishment of these rights.  

This cultural/legal/political positioning of Ngarrindjeri responsibilities and rights to ‘water’ is 

fundamental to the Ngarrindjeri approach to the updating of the Ramsar ECD. The following 

provides a basic summary of key elements of the NRA’s nation building strategy for ‘Caring as 

Country’ – a strategy that has at its core the importance a holistic approach that does not separate 

environmental water management from NRM, CHM and Ngarrindjeri wellbeing:   

 Ngarrindjeri nation have not ceded sovereignty and continue to hold the 

South Australian government accountable to the original promises 

contained in the 1836 Letters Patent;  

 KNYA Strategy – contract law used to make formal agreements and 

frameworks for engagement; 

 Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority – peak body for interactions with non-

indigenous governments and agencies – strategic goals for Ngarrindjeri 

wellbeing  

 NRA Yarluwar-Ruwe Program  – Caring as Country and building Ngarrindjeri 

capacity; 

 Cultural knowledge protection regime – using clauses in contract law 

agreements;  

 Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar philosophy of all things connected - integrated 

Natural and Cultural ‘Resource’ Management and community development;   

 Statement of Commitments – using formal SOCs to create frameworks for 

engagement that operationalise the KNYA strategy;  

 Co-management – working with all interested parties in the development of 

a KNYA approach to respectful co-management of Ngarrindjeri lands and 

waters and all living things;  

 Policy and Management Planning Renewal – re-writing policies and 

management plans to reflect the commitments made in the KNYA 2009 and 

an integrated approach based on Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar;  
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 Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) framework – using 

Ngarrindjeri values to assess the reproduction of wellbeing in projects, 

plans, policies, engagements and activities;  

 Indigenous research – Ngarrindjeri to develop and conduct research and to 

be partners in research related to Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwe;  

 Native title claim development and negotiation – this process is moving into 

a consent determination/negotiation phase;  

 

The Ramsar Convention promotes the value of indigenous knowledges related to wetland ecosystems 

recognising the long and close relationships indigenous people have with their country. The 

Ngarrindjeri, for example, have developed a cultural identity that is fundamentally dependent on deep 

knowledge and spiritual attachment to country. This interconnected understanding of the relationship 

between people, land, water and all living things is being introduced into the Coorong and Lakes 

Ramsar ECD and adds a crucial dimension missing from typical Australian ECDs. 

 

In particular, ‘ecological’ based descriptions of components and processes, services and benefits 

applied in Australian ECDs are based on understandings of the relationship between humans and 

non–humans – conceived in Western terms as the divide between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ (see 

Morgan, Strelein & Weir 2006; Latour 2004; Dhimurru 2006; Langton 2006; Ngarrindjeri Nation 

2006; Hemming and Rigney 2008; Weir 2009; Birckhead et al. 2011; NRA 2012; Colloff, Crossman & 

Overton 2015). They are also fundamentally conceived in terms of capitalist models of production 

(see Sullivan 2010; Birckhead et al. 2011). Ngarrindjeri philosophies of being, as applied within the 

Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD, challenge this binary construct with an emphasis on 

interconnectivity and the reproduction of wellbeing. Recognising Ngarrindjeri philosophies of 

Ruwe/Ruwar in relation to critical services supports the notion of a holistic interpretation of 

ecosystem services advocated by the Ramsar convention and that the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar 

site has distinctive Ngarrindjeri ‘cultural values linked to the ecological functioning of these 

wetlands’ (see Ramsar Convention 2005; RCWG 2013; Pritchard 2013, p. 24). For Ngarrindjeri the 

concept of ranking aspects of Yarluwar-Ruwe as critical, and furthermore, using labels such as 

components, processes and services that exclude spiritual and cultural connection is counter to 

Ngarrindjeri law and will lead to a loss of wellbeing.  

 

In 2014 the SA Government contracted a report entitled ‘Ecosystem services from the Coorong, 

Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar site’ (Colloff, Crossman & Overton 2015, p. 3). This project’s 

aims were to: 

1) assemble the evidence base for the ecosystem services provided by the 

Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site;  

2) determine the ecosystem services that are linked to ecological components and 

processes that have been identified as being critical to the ecological character of 

the site;  

3) provide information that can aid the setting of limits of acceptable change in 

components, processes and services (CPS). 

The authors provide an excellent summary of the relationships between values and 

benefits, ecosystem services and ecosystem components, functions and process commonly 
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identified in Ecological Character Descriptions applied in Australian Ramsar wetland 

management.  

Identification of the many values and benefits that wetlands provide to humans is 

the first step in achieving a broader understanding and appreciation of the 

ecosystem services that provide those benefits, and the ecological functions and 

processes that underpin those services. From this basis, management actions and 

policies can be designed, implemented and adjusted in order to support services 

and functions that are considered critical to the maintenance of the site’s 

ecological character. Trade-offs between co-occurring groups or ‘bundles’ of 

services can be made according to shifts in their supply or demand over time. For 

services from aquatic ecosystems, shifts in supply are likely to be underpinned by 

changes in water quality and quantity as they affect ecosystem functions. Shifts in 

demand relate to changing use priorities driven by social and economic 

considerations, such as between water for irrigation and the environment. 

(Colloff, Crossman & Overton 2015, p. 3) 

The importance of the recognition and application of Ngarrindjeri concepts such as Ruwe/Ruwar to 

ECD development has not been addressed in the CSIRO report. As previously outlined in this report a 

Ngarrindjeri philosophy poses complex challenges for western models of compartmentalised 

ecosystems that provide critical services defined under labels such as ‘provisioning’, ‘regulating’ and 

‘cultural’ and benefit some groups in the community. These challenges are being addressed by the 

joint DEWNR and NRA Ramsar ECD working party.  

 

Water policy researchers, therefore, need to look more closely at the Ngarrindjeri as a successful 

example of researched, negotiated and applied ‘holistic’ management of water, cultural heritage and 

natural resources – particularly in the Murray-Darling Basin region.  The following is an extract from 

the ‘site card’ required for the formal registration of the ‘Meeting of the Waters’ under Aboriginal 

Heritage Act, (SA) 1988: 

The Meeting of the Waters is a fundamental aspect of the Ngarrindjeri world 

where all things are connected, whether they are living, from the past and/or for 

future generations. The Meeting of the Waters makes manifest core concepts of 

Ngarrindjeri culture that bind land, body, spirit, and story in an integrated, 

interfunctional world. The principles that flow from this cultural system are based 

upon respect for story, country, the old people, elders and family. The pursuit of 

these principles is contingent upon maintaining a relationship with country. The 

violation of these respect principles is manifest through the destruction of 

Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (a concept that embodies the connectedness and 

interfunctionality of their culture) and their effect upon the behaviours and 

survival of ngatji (the animals, birds and fish). According to these principles and 

contingent beliefs the “environment” cannot be compartmentalised:  the land is 

Ngarrindjeri and Ngarrindjeri are the land. All things are connected and 

interconnected.  Ngarrindjeri philosophy is based on maintaining the integrity of 

the relationship between place and person. It is the responsibility of the living to 

maintain this continuity. The past is not and cannot be separated from the here 

and now or the future. To break connections between person and place is to 
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violate Ngarrindjeri culture.  The objective in undertaking activities upon 

Ngarrindjeri country should be to not cause violence to Ngarrindjeri culture. 

(NRA 2012) 

 

 

3.3 Reassembling the ‘Contact Zone’: Ngarrindjeri agency in natural 

resource management 
 

For many Indigenous nations interactions with the NRM institutions of the settler-State can be 

characterised as a contemporary ‘contact zone’ where deep knowledge of ‘country’ is becoming 

understood to be a form of Indigenous cultural property – sometimes carrying labels such as: 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK); Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property (ICIP); and 

Indigenous Biocultural Knowledge (IBCK) (see Janke 1998; Fourmile 1999; Smith 1999; Barker 2005; 

Stewart-Harawira 2005; Nakata 2007; Battiste 2008; Mignolo 2011; Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2010; 

Ens et al. 2015). For some western scientists and environmental managers Indigenous knowledge is 

understood as a valuable ‘data-set’ that needs to  be ‘captured’ and added to the stock of 

information to be utilised by the settler-State to improve environmental management. This kind of 

thinking, and the discourse and the practices that it produces, are still present in key non-Indigenous 

agencies identified as responsible for NRM in southern South Australia. Subsequently, a regional 

move towards Ngarrindjeri co-management is requiring a fundamental structural shift and 

recognition of Ngarrindjeri as valuable leaders in the management of their lands and waters – 

Speaking as Yarluwar-Ruwe. Resources secured through major programs such as the CLLMM 

Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Project (CLLMM NPP) have provided Ngarrindjeri with the capacity to lead 

these structural transformations (Hemming & Rigney 2012). 

 

The NRA’s KNYA engagement strategy is an innovative response to ‘colonial governmentality’, which 

subverts and seeks to correct the structural conditions underlying the continuing dominance of 

colonising social forms and their associated epistemologies. Resulting interactions on projects such 

as the Ramsar ECD then reinforce Ngarrindjeri nationhood and agency in protecting Ngarrindjeri 

lands and waters, by sharing in knowledge production that respects rights to cultural knowledge as a 

form of intellectual property. Through this method of relationship-building, including in the domain 

of scientific research conducted on Ngarrindjeri Ruwe (Country), the NRA has been able to take an 

active and progressive role in the development of environmental policy and in decision-making 

around water and natural resource management (NRM) in the Murray-Darling Basin region.6 

 

It is important to remember, however, that the period from the Australian Government designating 

the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site in 1985, to more recent collaborations on the Ramsar ECD, has 

been for many Ngarrindjeri a traumatic time centred around struggles to protect Ngarrindjeri 

Yarluwar-Ruwe (see Saunders 2003; Trevorrow 2003; Trevorrow & Hemming 2006; Bell 2014). In 

2006 the South Australian Department of Environment and Heritage published an ECD of the 

Coorong, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert wetland (Philips & Muller 2006). Ngarrindjeri written and oral 

input into its development was largely characterised as a ‘long-term “oral history” data-set’ of 

wetland system change over the past 50 to 60 years…’ (Phillips & Muller 2006: 224). The history of 

colonial dispossession, thousands of years of Ngarrindjeri livelihoods reliant on the health of the 
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Lower Murray region, and deep Ngarrindjeri knowledge of its character were marginalised at best or 

erased by western ecological discourse (see Hemming & Rigney 2008). In 1998 Ngarrindjeri leaders 

had established a formally constituted Ngarrindjeri Ramsar Working Party to develop a nation-

endorsed Ramsar position paper for inclusion in a proposed Coorong, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert 

Ramsar Management Plan (NRWP 1999; DEH 2000; Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002).  

 

Due to the frameworks and legislation of the time, recognition of deep Ngarrindjeri connection to 

country and acknowledgement of Ngarrindjeri aspirations were constrained to the inclusion of the 

following objective in the Management Plan: 

Objective 2  

Increased opportunities for participation by the Ngarrindjeri people in the 

planning and management of the Coorong and Lower Lakes Ramsar Wetlands, 

subject to South Australian Government policy relating to the resolution of native 

title claims. 

(DEH 2000, p. 2) 

 

In a continuing attempt to change the character of contact between themselves and Australian 

government agencies, Ngarrindjeri leaders and elders decided to develop their own management 

plan – the Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan (2006). It begins with a clear Ngarrindjeri Vision 

for Country that includes all of the principles contained in the Yannarumi assessment process later 

applied to the updating of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD. This Ngarrindjeri plan has been 

crucial in the process of re-assembling and re-writing powerful elements of the contemporary 

‘contact zone’ such as fundamentally racist archival sources, management plans and government 

policies (see Hemming & Rigney 2010; Maclean & The Bana Yarralji Bubu Inc. 2015).  

 

From a Ngarrindjeri perspective the KNYA 2009 had created a new relationship with the State of 

South Australia paving the way for settler recognition of the abiding Ngarrindjeri responsibility to 

‘Speak as Country’ (Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi). The following ‘guiding principle’, foregrounded in the 

ECD SOC, highlights the process of articulation of KNYA commitments (NRA & DEWNR 2014, p. 1): 

 

1. Guiding Principle 

The land and waters is a living body. 

We the Ngarrindjeri people are part of its existence. 

The land and waters must be healthy for the Ngarrindjeri to be healthy. 

(Tom Trevorrow, Ngarrindjeri Elder, 2002) 

 

Ngarrindjeri have a unique philosophy regarding the connectivity of country / body 

/ spirit (Ruwe/Ruwar - country / body / spirit). Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar frames 

Ngarrindjeri rights and responsibilities as traditional owners and is centred on an 

understanding that all things are connected.  As such, Ngarrindjeri view cultural 

heritage and natural resource management as inseparable.  

 

Ngarrindjeri have a long-term aspiration to be centrally involved in development, 

planning and implementation of natural resources management in their traditional 

lands and waters. These aspirations have been acknowledged by the South 
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Australian Government in the Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement (KNYA), 

2009.  These aspirations are also aligned with the State’s responsibilities under 

Ramsar Conference of the Parties Resolutions (VIII.19, and IX.21) to take cultural 

values into account for the effective management of Ramsar sites. 

 

The Parties [to the SOC] acknowledge that Ngarrindjeri hold a depth of Cultural 

Knowledge and understanding of their traditional lands and that Ngarrindjeri 

custodianship has shaped the regions ecological character over thousands of years.  

The Parties acknowledge the critical importance of a strong partnership for the 

effective updating of the current Coorong and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar 

site’s Ecological Character Description (ECD) and development of the site’s 

associated management plans and their implementation.  This Statement of 

Commitment (SOC) establishes an equitable framework to support engagement 

with Ngarrindjeri in the update of the ECD. 

This guiding statement encapsulates the holistic Ngarrindjeri engagement strategy and illustrates the 

importance of the identification of principles and protocols at multiple levels in project development 

and delivery (see Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2011).  

 

The NRA identified several long-term Caring for/as Country objectives guiding the CLLMM NPP (NRA 

& DEWNR 2012, p. 5): 

1. Protect Ngarrindjeri cultural heritage and unique relationship with, and responsibilities for, 

the region; 

2. Develop and nurture strong and productive partnerships between Ngarrindjeri, industry, 

government and others; 

3. Build professional and culturally appropriate Ngarrindjeri capacity to engage meaningfully 

with current and future actions to restore the health of the Coorong, Lower Lakes and 

Murray Mouth; 

4. Ensure Ngarrindjeri participation in governance mechanisms and integrate their interests 

and perspectives into planning, research and policy development;  

5. Ensure Ngarrindjeri play a major role in implementing strategies to develop a resilient and 

healthy future for the lands and waters and all living things; 

6. Increase economic and social wellbeing within the Ngarrindjeri community; and 

7. Support Ngarrindjeri enterprises within a growing contemporary Ngarrindjeri economy. 

These funded long-term objectives clearly outline the Ngarrindjeri program of reassembling, or 

transforming the contemporary ‘contact zone’ in NRM and CHM, to shift from ingrained, colonising 

characteristics towards a respectful set of relationships that reproduce Ngarrindjeri wellbeing. The 

CLLMM NPP agreement also includes clauses specifically protecting Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge 

as a category separate from intellectual property (see Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2011). The overall SA 

Government’s CLLMM Recovery Program includes the following specific objective relating to 

Ngarrindjeri, ‘4. The culture of the traditional owners, the Ngarrindjeri, is preserved and promoted 

through partnerships and involvement in projects’. 

 

Since South Australia’s establishment as a British colony in 1836 Ngarrindjeri and other Indigenous 

people have struggled to protect their cultures, communities, lands and waters – in short, to ‘Speak 

as Country’ (see Mattingley & Hampton 1988; Berg 2010). As a result of the colonial history of 
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dispossession and oppression Indigenous nations across Australia have very limited ‘rights’ to water 

and other natural resources except indirectly through a weakened native title regime and more 

indirectly through regional legislation such as the Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1988 (SA) (See McFarlane 

2004; Hattam, Rigney & Hemming 2007; Weir 2009, 2012; Jackson 2012; Jackson et al. 2012; Tan & 

Jackson 2013; Jackson 2015; Neale & Turner 2015). Historically, when water licenses became 

available along the Murray River, Ngarrindjeri people were still living under protectionist legislation 

on former missions or in fringe camps and were in no position to apply. This situation differs 

significantly from the experiences of Indigenous peoples in comparable settler democracies such as 

Canada, the USA and New Zealand. In all these examples there exists significantly stronger 

recognition of Indigenous rights to lands and waters (see Veeder 1964; Strelein 2006; Hemming, 

Rigney & Pearce 2007; Langton et al. 2009).  

 

Nonetheless, Ngarrindjeri have maintained a strong connection to country through a cultural 

tradition of Ruwe/Ruwar (understanding that lands, waters, people and all living things are 

connected). Ngarrindjeri have continued to draw attention to the damaging changes being made to 

Ngarrindjeri country through ongoing colonization (see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Bell 2008). 

Ngarrindjeri argue, for example, that the draining of South Australia’s South-East has had damaging 

effects on the flow of water into the Coorong and into the Lower Murray region more generally. 

Always at the centre of this Indigenous communication and educational program have been 

Ngarrindjeri stories, histories and lessons with a message for non-Indigenous people to develop a 

respectful, health-giving relationship with Ngarrindjeri lands and waters. Ngarrindjeri have 

continued to exercise responsibility to Speak as Country to preserve the reproductive health of 

Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country). 

  

During the Hindmarsh Island (Kumarangk) Bridge controversy Ngarrindjeri saw little scope for 

exercising agency within the settler colonial system. The efforts of Elders and leaders to use the 

mechanisms of settler law such as Aboriginal heritage legislation to speak for Country and to protect 

Ngarrindjeri cultural life had been met with incomprehension, and at times blank refusal. 

Ngarrindjeri found themselves caught and immobilised within an inflexible actor-network structured 

by colonial institutions and their associated forms of knowledge, which funneled social 

understanding through narrow pathways towards a predetermined outcome of cultural extinction. 

Ngarrindjeri were once again declared extinct, not modern and ‘enslaved’ in death-giving, actor-

networks that fail to provide any opportunity for Ngarrindjeri to be Ngarrindjeri in a Ngarrindjeri way 

(Hemming 2006; Birckhead et al. 2011). According to John Law, sociologist and actor-network 

theorist, because of their apparent systemic stability, such ‘knowledge places’ tend towards a 

‘pessimistic ending’ in which the potential for positive transformation becomes almost 

unimaginable:   

This is because we’re caught in what one might think of as a quadruple lock. By 

which I mean that all the items on the list – institutions and technologies, 

metaphysics, particular descriptions and the things that we are describing – need 

to be altered simultaneously if we are to achieve certain forms of radical change.  

(Law 2011, p. 10) 

 

However, even in the most rigid colonising and normative systems, what might appear to be minor 

shifts can produce opportunities for significant change if the interventions are strategic, theorised 
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and coordinated. Ngarrindjeri are working hard to reassemble this colonising contact zone and to 

reverse the ongoing erasure of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. This work has required reinforcement of 

First Nationhood, strengthening of governance and an assertion of the responsibility to ‘Speak as 

Country’ (see Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2010; Cornell 2014; 2015). It has also required an extensive 

process of disagreement, negotiation, collaboration, scientific experimentation and agreement 

making somewhat like the ‘political ecology’ described in Bruno Latour’s landmark book The Politics 

of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into Democracy (2004).  

 

The authors of this report consider that  the Ngarrindjeri program of transformation, through 

projects such as updating the Ramsar ECD, provides material evidence to support John Law’s (2011, 

p. 11) ultimate optimistism, that if knowledge relations  

and the practices in which they are implied are multiple then this suggests that 

the knowledge places don’t come as seamless wholes, but instead with gaps and 

interstices and cracks. … The implication, of course, is that different normativities, 

politics and ethics co-exist and intersect with one another too; and that, if we can 

make parts of these explicit then they become debatable and contestable. And 

then there are similar stories, too, about difference, in the places where Northern 

technoscience encounters alternative post-colonial knowledge traditions. Such 

encounters are saturated with power, for sure, but again they bring different 

realities and different normativities into contact with one another – and 

sometimes, at least, the self-evidences of technoscience are undermined. 

(Law 2011, p. 11) 

   

 

In the contemporary South Australian contact zone, actor-networks comprising natural resource 

management policy and practice, are resistant to recognition of ‘different normativities’. The 

continuing work of Ngarrindjeri leaders and the peak Ngarrindjeri organisation the NRA, however, is 

leading steadily towards re-defining of the ‘procedures’ for Indigenous engagement in NRM planning 

in the M-DB region and in particular, moves towards the co-management of Ramsar wetlands. Of 

course, this tendency towards acknowledgement, inclusion and Indigenous agency did not come 

about inevitably or easily; rather, it was the effect of theorised Indigenous strategic action and a 

conscious move towards First Nationhood sustained in the frequently hostile, ‘white’, contexts of 

colonising, settler governance and natural resource management (Moreton-Robinson 2007; Morgan, 

Weir & Strelein 2004; Cornell 2015a).  

 

Recent Australian collaborative research in the Queensland rainforest focussing on ‘cultural 

ecosystem services’ applies the concept of biocultural governance to a mapping project aimed at 

assessing the health of Indigenous cultural ecosystem services (CES) (Pert et al. 2015). This work 

shares much with the Ngarrindjeri approach to engagement with environmental management and 

the linking of governance, power, relationships, community capacity, health, NRM and ecosystems 

(see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Hemming & Rigney 2008; Birckhead et al. 2011; Hemming & Rigney 

2012; Rigney, Hemming & Bignall 2015). Petina Pert and the team of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

researchers in CES emphasise the importance of strong Indigenous nations/Traditional owner groups 

and respectful relationships between these groups and non-Indigenous governments and agencies 

as critical markers of the health of the rainforest ecosystems and the ecosystem services they 
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provide (Pert et al. 2015). Their application of concepts such as biocultural diversity, socio-ecological 

systems and socio-cultural realities are valuable for Indigenous communities or nations attempting 

to explain and negotiate their interests in their lands and waters when engaging with government 

programs of ecological character description and ecosystems management. It is important, however, 

to consider the problems with concepts such as culture, social, economic and ecosystem and their 

tendency to mask the complexity of the relationship between things (see Latour 2004). 

 

Geographers Sue Jackson and Lisa Palmer have recently emphasised the broad value for Indigenous 

people of the concept of payment for ecological services (PES) in the Australian context and the 

potential for this concept to be expanded to include a more holistic, Indigenous understanding of an 

ecosystems services. Ngarrindjeri leaders are applying the (PES) approach to the justification for 

ongoing regional funding for the NRA’s Yarluwar-Ruwe Program. The Ngarrindjeri contract law and 

negotiating strategy, that has most recently produced a Speaking as Country Deed and a Yannarumi 

assessment framework, clearly illustrates the similarities in the direction that Indigenous leaders and 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers are shifting the culture of NRM in Australia.  

 

We have argued in this section of the Goyder report that the Ngarrindjeri strategy is based on an 

understanding of things as interconnected – this approach shares much with posthumanist 

philosophy, actor-network theory and other forms of assemblage theory. We have also, however, 

raised questions about the relationships between these potentially de-territorialising, non-

Indigenous theories and Indigenous philosophies that are localised, culturally-specific and politically 

situated, drawing attention to the potential for colonising relations to continue in these contexts 

(see Haraway 1988, 1991; Guattari 2000; Bignall 2014; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 2015) We have 

also argued that a crucial aspect of co-management partnerships concerns Indigenous involvement 

in processes of research and the shared development of relevant and ethically-generated 

knowledge. As part of the Ngarrindjeri nation re-building agenda and the reclamation of self-

governing authority, Ngarrindjeri have actively pursued a program of Indigenous co-direction of 

scientific and social research that is conducted on Ngarrindjeri Country (see Hemming & Rigney 

2014). This has resulted in an enrichment of conceptual and scientific understanding for both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants, who have begun to develop a new understanding of 

where cross-cultural philosophical synergies lie and may be utilized for maximum mutual benefit, 

reflecting a belief that ‘we will be stronger if our knowledge places are multiple (see Hemming et al. 

2007; Kirby et al. 2011; Law 2011, p. 11; Hemming & Rigney 2012, 2014). Chickasaw theorist Jodi 

Byrd (2013, pp. XXIV-XXX) expresses a similar view:  

Indigenous critical theory could be said to exist in its best form when it centres 

itself within indigenous epistemologies and the specificities of the communities 

and cultures from which it emerges and then looks outward to engage European 

philosophical, legal, and cultural traditions in order to build upon all the allied 

tools available. 
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4 Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country): innovations in the 

development of a Ramsar Ecological Character Description 
 

 

Since the arrival of Europeans the Ngarrindjeri witnessed the draining of their 

wetlands along the rivers, and in the south east, and the disconnection of the 

living body of the River Murray, Lower Lakes and Coorong through the installation 

of locks, levee banks and barrages. They have watched their ngartjis (totems) 

diminish, their lands cleared and the degradation of Yarluwar-Ruwe.   

(M-DBA 2014: 26)  

 

 

This SOC between DEWNR and the NRA establishes an agreed process to involve 

Ngarrindjeri in the review of the ECD and development [update] of the ECDR [ECD 

Report].  The SOC intends to support the integration of Ngarrindjeri values, 

perspectives, and philosophies into the ECDR as per the relevant Ramsar 

Resolutions (VIII.19, and IX.21).  This approach aims to better acknowledge and 

value Ngarrindjeri and respect their Traditional Ownership and customary rights 

and responsibilities to care for country.  The SOC also aims to influence the 

process of ECD and its inherent western scientific approach of removing people 

from place. 

(NRA & DEWNR 2014, p. 3)  

 

 

 

This section of the report provides an indication of negotiations, interactions and the input that 

Ngarrindjeri have provided as part of updating the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD. The results of 

this work will be finalised over the course of 2016. The Ngarrindjeri input considered in this section 

does not focus on the content of cultural knowledge but rather suggests transformations in the 

existing approach to ECD development are required to respect Ngarrindjeri core principles of ‘being’. 

As argued throughout this report the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of being rests on a broadly ‘ecological’ 

understanding that ‘all things are connected and that the lands and waters are a living body’ 

(Ruwe/Ruwar). The connectivity principle is something that environmental scientists share as a 

priority for further research in the SAM-DB region (see Hemming & Rigney 2014). Ngarrindjeri also 

share research interests that focus on the identification of key species that both act as 

environmental health markers and rely on the connectivity of the River Murray, Lakes and Coorong. 

Ngarrindjeri hold deep cultural knowledge about these features of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe, 

passed on through Ngarrindjeri creation stories such as Ngurunderi, Thukeri and Thukabi (see 

Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002;Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006). This deep, long-term ‘environmental’ 

knowledge is increasingly acknowledged by non-Indigenous science as valuable and practical.  
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The Ngarrindjeri approach to ‘Caring as Country’ is not predicated on a division between human and 

nature as subject and object. It is also specifically a reciprocal and reproductive relationship between 

people, lands, waters and all living things. It is what we have described as a system of reciprocal, 

interconnected benefit. The importance of interconnectedness has been highlighted by the ongoing 

Ngarrindjeri advocacy and protection of the ‘Meeting of the Waters site’. More recently a ‘Speaking 

as Country Deed’ (2014 – see Appendix 1) has been agreed between the SA Government and the 

Ngarrindjeri further recognising the fundamental principles of Ngarrindjeri philosophy and 

committing to work together to promote a better understanding of these Indigenous values, 

knowledges and laws in the wider non-Indigenous community. At the state and regional levels major 

shifts are occurring in the inclusion of Ngarrindjeri values and principles in NRM. The NRA is working 

with DEWNR to ensure that these are reflected in the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD.  

 

4.1 Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country): Assessing Ngarrindjeri 

Wellbeing 
 

Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) has an historical meaning and is being 

reconceptualised by Ngarrindjeri leaders in a contemporary form to take into account the impacts 

and changes that have occurred to Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe as a result of colonisation. This 

continuity of laws, values and traditions is reinforced in following excerpt from the Ngarrindjeri 

Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan (2006: 11): 

Our knowledge of Sea County will continue to underpin our survival and our 

economy. Tendi, our formal governing council, ensured and will continue to 

ensure our stable and sustainable society, which maintains our obligations to Sea 

Country. 

When Ngarrindjeri meet to ‘Speak as Country’ about things that impact on the wellbeing of 

Ngarrindjeri Country (Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar – Country, Body, Spirit and all living things) they 

make judgements based on the cultural principles passed down by the ancestors. This group of 

leaders and elders is traditionally called the Tendi and when it meets, speaks and makes decisions 

this is known as Yannarumi (Speaking as Country). It is the responsibility of Ngarrindjeri leaders to 

make decisions that ensure the wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. 

 

The Tendi (the traditional governance board of the Ngarrindjeri Nation) has a formal position as part 

of the Board of the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA). The NRA Board is made up of 

representatives of Ngarrindjeri member organisations, key representative committees and elected 

representatives from the wider Ngarrindjeri nation. Today the NRA takes responsibility for assessing 

whether something is healthy, lawful and creates wellbeing for the Ngarrindjeri nation. This 

assessment of projects, practices, partnerships, plans and other activities is conducted with the 

wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar (body, spirit, lands and waters and all living things) as its 

objective. As stated in the Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan (2006), Ngarrindjeri leaders have 

always worked this way, following the laws of the Creation Ancestors and guided by Elders.  

 

The Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) Program supports the NRA in its responsibility to care 

for Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. Non-Indigenous natural resource management (NRM) tends to 

focus on maintaining what might be understood as the ecological health of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-
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Ruwe without taking into account the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of interconnectedness (Ruwe/Ruwar). 

For the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site this means a form of adaptive management designed to 

stabilse the ‘ecological character’ of the system in an effort to maintain its capacity to produce 

ecosystem services largely exclusive of Ngarrindjeri values and interests. The ecological health of 

Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe, using this model, is managed to produce services for non-Indigenous 

interests such as sustainable fisheries, irrigation-based industries and wetlands suitable for tourism. 

This can result in managing for artificial ecosystem stability to produce maximum or predictable 

yields rather than ecosystem resilience and sustainability (see Shiva 1993; Berkes 1999; Armitage, 

Berkes & Doubleday 2010). The NRA, however, invests in a holistic approach that understands 

Ngarrindjeri as part of the living body of the lands and waters and all living things – with a cultural 

responsibility to ‘Speak as Country’ (Yannarumi). Ngarrindjeri livelihoods, culture and wellbeing 

depend on exercising their cultural responsibility.  

 

With this in mind, the NRA has identified key goals that respect cultural responsibility and have as 

their purpose ensuring healthy people, lands and waters and all living things. Taking into account the 

continuing impacts of colonisation on Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe the NRA has developed a 

Yannarumi assessment framework used to determine health-giving potential of partnerships, 

agreements, projects, policies and activities using criteria such as the following (see Appendix 3): 

 

Healing Programs – Healthy Flows (Restoring Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe): 

 

• Ngiangiampe: Projects/engagements that build respectful relationships 

between Ngarrindjeri and other parties such as the State Government; 

• Yannarumi: Projects/engagements that build Ngarrindjeri capacity to Care 

for/Speak as Country – lands, waters and all living things 

• Kaldowinyeri: Projects/engagements that respect Ngarrindjeri knowledge, 

law, tradition and expertise 

• Miwi: Projects/engagements that bring energy, health and wellbeing into 

Ngarrindjeri lives 

• Ruwe/Ruwar: Projects and programs that increase the health of Yarluwar-

Ruwe and understand and respect for the principle of interconnection, ‘the 

lands and waters is a living body and Ngarrindjeri are part of this living 

body’. 

(Hemming et al. 2015) 

 

A Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment is being applied to the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site to 

determine the health of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. The Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment 

provides ‘time-slice’ assessments of health from the Kaldowinyeri (Creation) through to Ramsar 

listing and the recent signing of the Speaking as Country Deed.  

 

Ngarrindjeri have documented changes in the ecological character of the region over millennia and 

have extensive ‘ecological’ knowledge of the Ramsar site, including connectivity with the 

surrounding lands. Past exclusion of Ngarrindjeri from exercising their cultural responsibility for 

Yarluwar-Ruwe has contributed to the poor health of the Ramsar wetland site and has subsequently 

impacted Ngarrindjeri wellbeing. The integration of Ngarrindjeri values into this ECD is thus crucial 
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for Ngarrindjeri knowledge of Yarluwar-Ruwe to be part of ongoing management planning and 

implementation.  

 

Ngarrindjeri long-term knowledge of the character of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe provides 

important understandings of what is labelled ‘natural variation’ in the ECD. For example, for 

Ngarrindjeri the ECD’s identified ‘Limits of Acceptable Change’ require an alignment with 

Ngarrindjeri concepts of wellbeing, identity and reproduction. A Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment 

of the health of Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) provides a basis for making decisions about acceptable 

change that take into account that Ngarrindjeri are part of the living body of the lands and waters. 

Changes to the character of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe have direct effects on Ngarrindjeri 

wellbeing and for Ngarrindjeri ever effort is needed to maintain and improve what is understood by 

non-Indigenous people as ecological health (see for example: Hemming, Trevorrow & Rigney 2002; 

Hemming & Rigney 2008, Birckhead et al. 2011; Hemming & Rigney 2014). Ngarrindjeri argue for  

health indicators and programs such as: an open Murray Mouth; a healthy ‘Meeting of the Waters’ 

site; connectivity between River, Lakes, Coorong, Sea and all living things; flows of fresh water from 

the South East into the Southern Kurangk (Coorong); active re-vegetation, research and monitoring 

programs; increased flows from tributaries; the preservation and revitalisation of wetlands; the 

protection of the shorelines of the lakes and river; research and preservation programs for ngartjis 

(totems); a properly resourced Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe program and respectful partnerships 

between the NRA and government. For Ngarrindjeri the limits of acceptable change need to reflect 

the commitment to the KNYA 2009 and the Ngarrindjeri engagement framework that has developed 

from this agreement. This includes maintaining and strengthening the capacity of the Ngarrindjeri 

Yarluwar-Ruwe program.  

 

 

4.2 The application of Statements of Commitment (SOC) to Ramsar 

planning 
 

Like a KNY agreement, a ‘statement of commitment’ (SOC) can define engagement principles and 

agreed actions. This process of formal commitment of powers to work together to achieve dedicated 

outcomes ensures mutual and shared benefits: In 2015 the SA Government signed a SOC with the 

NRA dealing with water planning. It will help to meet M-DB Plan Water Resource Plan accreditation, 

while recognising Ngarrindjeri political authority and supporting Indigenous input of aspirations, 

values and knowledges into environmental water planning. On a smaller scale, SOCs have been 

developed as crucial ‘tools’ for articulating the KNYA principles within specific projects and programs 

such as: Ruppia translocation; Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth research & monitoring; 

vegetation management planning; and most recently for updating the Ramsar ECD.7 They ensure 

clarity of process and provide protection for Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge through a Ngarrindjeri-

developed cultural knowledge protection regime. As part of the expression of a consistency with key 

KNY agreements specific clauses and definitions are included across project agreements, research 

agreements and other documents. The following is an example of a key definitional clause, which 

relates to the principle of cultural knowledge protection enabling Ngarrindjeri to safely share 

knowledge: 
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Cultural Knowledge means all and any cultural knowledge, whether such 

knowledge has been disclosed or remains undisclosed of the Indigenous group, 

including but not limited to: (a) traditions, observances, customs or beliefs; (b) 

songs, music, dances, stories, ceremonies, symbols, narratives and designs; (c) 

languages; (d) spiritual knowledge; (e) traditional economies and resources 

management; (f) scientific, spatial, agricultural, technical, biological and ecological 

knowledge; and includes documentation or other forms of media arising there 

from including but not limited to archives, films, photographs, videotape or 

audiotape. 

(Hemming, Rigney & Berg 2010, p. 100) 

 

 

Such acknowledgement of Indigenous political and cultural authority in key State policy and planning 

processes and resources outlined above is evidence that an Indigenous-led, highly innovative model 

for engagement between Indigenous people and the State is developing in the SAM-D region. We 

have described how the Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe model treats ‘Caring as Country’ as a holistic 

nation-building project designed to create a healthy Ngarrindjeri future. This unique Indigenous 

governance model, combined with the high-level KNYA engagement strategy, provides this part of 

the M-DB with structures and practices designed to support just and effective Indigenous 

engagement in water research, policy development and management. It has achieved this because 

the political and legal technologies introduced by the NRA have been instrumental in starting the 

transformation of the colonial nature of the actor-networks in South Australia. By providing new 

conditions of interaction, the NRA has created a new political disposition in South Australia, 

characterized by increased willingness to listen for culturally diverse expressions of interest, and to 

respond to such expressions in ways that mutually enhance governing agencies. Importantly, this re-

shaping of the contemporary ‘contact zone’ has produced vital opportunities for increased 

Ngarrindjeri agency in water research, policy and planning (Hemming & Rigney 2012; Kirby et al. 

2013).  

 

Ngarrindjeri supported the listing of the Ramsar site in the report of the 1999 Ngarrindjeri Ramsar 

Working Group (NRWG 1999) and more recently through input into the state’s Ramsar Information 

Sheet (DEWNR 2013) via the KNYA engagement framework. This is consistent with the Ngarrindjeri 

concept of ‘wise-use’ at the centre of Ngarrindjeri law. Ngarrindjeri understandings of long-term 

variability are embedded in Creation stories with an understanding of Yarluwar-Ruwe that stretches 

back before the last Ice Age. This knowledge and Ngarrindjeri understandings of long-term, resilient, 

wise-use provide a deep layer of knowledge of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar site that is being 

shared through the development of respectful and healthy partnerships between the Ngarrindjeri 

Nation and the non-Indigenous government agencies. Recognition, however, that Ngarrindjeri 

should be a key decision-maker in this process of setting limits of acceptable change is only slowly 

emerging in NRM in South Australia.  

 

The Ramsar ECD SOC includes the recognition of the key agreement making, planning innovations 

and policy commitments that need to be taken into account during the update of the Ramsar ECD. 

This establishes its links to the structured Ngarrindjeri program of regional transformation. A 

number of strategies and agreements underpin the SOC including: 
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 1998, Ngarrindjeri perspectives on Ramsar Issues: Ngarrindjeri / Ramsar 

Working Group report. 

 2002, The Murray Mouth – Exploring the implications of closure or 

restricted flow. 

 2006, Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan. 

 2006, Coorong and Lakes Albert and Alexandrina Ecological Character 

Description Report. 

 2006-2007, The Lower Lakes, Coorong and Murray Mouth Icon Site 

Environmental Management Plan. 

 2008, Ngarrindjeri Regional Partnership Agreement (‘NRPA’). 

 2009, (Whole of Government) Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement 

(KNYA) (NRA and South Australian Government). 

 2009, CLLMM Long Term Plan Business Case: Ngarrindjeri Partnerships 

component. 

 2012, CLLMM Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Funding and Service Agreement. 

 

Ngarrindjeri philosophies give rise to the following principles that will guide this 

SOC: 

1. Respectful processes, time and support to Ngarrindjeri to care for country 

(that means caring for people, past, present and future). 

2. The ECD review and development [update] of the ECDR accommodates 

Ngarrindjeri Ruwe / Ruwar – (country/body/spirit). 

3. Cultural Knowledge and intellectual property is protected across 

Ngarrindjeri engagements with government and research organisations. 

4. Ngarrindjeri cultural values integral to all planning and future management 

arrangements. 

5. Active Ngarrindjeri participation in planning and future management 

arrangements through employment, education and training opportunities. 

(NRA & DEWNR 2014, pp. 7-8) 

 

 

Ngarrindjeri conceptualise all components and processes as an embodiment of Ruwe/Ruwar and as 

a consequence of Creation ancestors. Components and processes are all intricately linked through 

this spiritual connection and are critical to the character of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. This 

interconnectivity means that Ngarrindjeri are also part of these components and processes - 

Ngarrindjeri are also part of this living body.  

 

 

4.3 Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar: Reciprocal interconnected benefit 
 

Ngarrindjeri use the term Ruwe/Ruwar to describe the interconnectivity between land, waters, spirit 

and all living things. This fundamental spiritual connection (Ruwe/Ruwar) is reliant on healthy lands 

and waters, and the maintenance of connectivity between the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray 
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Mouth as created by Ngurunderi and other Creation Ancestors. This way of understanding life is 

reinforced in the following statement by Ngarrindjeri Elder, Tom Trevorrow (deceased):  

For Ngarrindjeri all things in our world align; the land, body, spirit, and our story. 

Our culture creates a world where all things are connected, whether they are 

living or from the past. The principles that flow from our culture are based upon 

respect for story, country, old people and family. The following of these principles 

is contingent upon maintaining a relationship with our country. It is the violation 

of these respect principles that are manifest through the destruction of the 

environment and their effect upon the behaviours and survival of ngaijti (the 

animals, birds and fish). The environment is not separate from Ngarrindjeri; the 

land is Ngarrindjeri and Ngarrindjeri are the land; all things are connected.  

Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) is an expression of Ngarrindjeri rights and 

responsibilities as ‘traditional owners’, and is centred on the philosophy that all things are 

connected. The health of Ngarrindjeri people is thus inextricably linked to the health of their lands 

and waters within the Ramsar wetland site. From this perspective, and using the language of the 

ECD, Ngarrindjeri and their responsibilities for Yarluwar-Ruwe can be understood as embodying all 

components, process and services of the Ramsar site. 

Maintaining the health of Yarluwar-Ruwe and the connectivity between parts of this living body is a 

cultural priority and fundamental to Ngarrindjeri health and wellbeing. For Ngarrindjeri, Creations 

Ancestors made, and are a part of this living body. Creation stories (cultural and spiritual histories) 

about Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe reveal the significance of the relationship between the country 

and the people, both practically and spiritually. Creation stories also explain the richness of ‘natural 

resources’ and provide Ngarrindjeri with the laws and lessons for sustainable use, care and 

management of Yarluwar-Ruwe within the Ramsar site. The NRA is the Ngarrindjeri organisation put 

into place by the Ngarrindjeri to ensure that Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar is healthy and life-giving. Its 

stated role is to ‘Care for our people, lands, waters and all living things’. The following goals have 

been identified by the NRA for Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar to be healthy – Strong Culture, Sovereign 

First Nation, Secure Future, Healthy Country, Confident People, Creative Economy, Respected 

History and Regional Leader. These principles prioritise the interconnectivity between people and 

Country. 

 

Ngarrindjeri, therefore, see all ‘components’, ‘processes’, and ‘critical services’ of the Ramsar site as 

a consequence of the Kaldowinyeri (Creation); it is the responsibility of present Ngarrindjeri to care 

for these according to Ngarrindjeri traditional law. Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe requires connectivity, 

flow, and mixing to occur between all living things, the lands and waters, and the spirit world. Flow 

and connectivity are critical components/processes along with Ngarrindjeri connectedness and 

responsibility. Flows come together and mix to reproduce life. Fundamentally, the concept of 

Ruwe/Ruwar is not about service provision; it concerns the reproduction of Ngarrindjeri wellbeing.  

 

The Ngarrindjeri concept of being (Ruwe/Ruwar) does not separate the lands and waters and all 

living things into components, processes, benefits and services. For Ngarrindjeri the concept of 

reciprocal, interconnected benefit helps to explain the fundamental interdependence and cyclical 

relationship that Ngarrindjeri have with Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country). Ngarrindjeri have a cultural 

responsibility to maintain the health of their lands and waters as a part of their own living body and 

through exercising this responsibility they benefit from all aspects of a healthy ‘Country’. The Ngarjti 
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(totem) relationship between people and different species, for example, is one of kinship and 

spirituality and is a crucial aspect of Ngarrindjeri culture (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006). Western models 

of intermediate services, final services and benefits are alien to Ngarrindjeri understandings of 

interconnected benefit. Furthermore the benefits identified in the Ramsar model tend to leave out 

even straightforward Ngarrindjeri benefits such as fishing and exclude Ngarrindjeri ‘human capital’ 

completely. 

 

In 2014 the Ngarrindjeri nation and the South Australian Government entered into an agreement 

known as the ‘Ngarrindjeri Speaking as Country Deed’ to facilitate a further program of intervention 

to keep the Murray Mouth open (see Appendix 1). The following statements by Ngarrindjeri Rupelli 

(traditional leader), George Trevorrow (deceased) further illustrate the importance of the area:  

That’s what we’re talking about when we call it the meeting of the waters. Those 

waters, once they start mixing, that is the spiritual waters of this area, and of the 

Ngarrindjeri. This is where the major connections happen. This is the breeding 

place for all the ngatji, and everything that goes with the mixing of the water 

underneath the water, so it’s very, very important to us spiritually, because those 

things, as I said, they are closer than a friend to you. They are nearly almost part 

of you. They speak to you, you speak to them, and this is the place where they all 

come to (Trevorrow in Bell 2014:563).  

 

Kumarangk (Hindmarsh Island), that area, is the central point for the Ngarrindjeri 

people… that’s why our ngartjis are there. That’s the homeland. That’s their 

area….That area is to us, that’s our creation area and that’s why so many of our 

stories, of our beliefs and our culture and heritage all revolves from that area 

outward upon the land of the Ngarrindjeri. It’s a rich environment. It supports all 

the birdlife. You know, you could see that for yourself when you go there but to 

us Ngarrindjeri people it’s a spiritual environment (Trevorrow in Bell 2014:569-

70). 

The principles that flow from this cultural system are based upon respect for story, country, the old 

people, elders and family. The pursuit of these principles is contingent upon maintaining a 

relationship with country. The violation of these respect principles is manifest through the damage 

to Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe and their effect upon the behaviours and survival of ngatji (the 

animals, birds and fish). According to these principles and contingent beliefs the ‘environment’ 

cannot be compartmentalised:  the land is Ngarrindjeri and Ngarrindjeri are the land. Ngarrindjeri 

philosophy is based on maintaining the integrity of the relationship between place and person. It is 

the responsibility of the living to maintain this continuity. The past is not and cannot be separated 

from the here and now or the future. To break connections between person and place is to violate 

Ngarrindjeri culture (see DEWNR 2013). The practice of this continuity can be understood as 

Speaking as Country (Yannarumi) – the cultural responsibility for Ngarrindjeri to care for, speak for 

and exercise cultural responsibility as Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. Ngarrindjeri conceptualise all 

components and processes as an embodiment of Ruwe/Ruwar and as a consequence of Creation 

ancestors. Components and processes including those categorised as ‘supporting’ are all intricately 

linked through this spiritual connection and are critical to the character of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. 
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4.4 Ramsar Resolution IX.21: Cultural characteristics of Ramsar sites 
 

Ramsar Resolution IX.21 (Ramsar 2005) identifies the following cultural characteristics as relevant in 

the designation of Ramsar sites: 

a) sites which provide a model of wetland wise use, demonstrating the application of 

traditional knowledge and methods of management and use that maintain the ecological 

character of the wetland; 

b) sites which have exceptional cultural traditions or records of former civilizations that have 

influenced the ecological character of the wetland; 

c) sites where the ecological character of the wetland depends on the interaction with local 

communities or indigenous peoples; and 

d) sites where relevant non-material values such as sacred sites are present and their 

existence is strongly linked with the maintenance of the ecological character of the wetland; 

The following section provides a specific response to these four criteria. We argue that Criterion A is 

partly met with the newly emerging recognition and support of Ngarrindjeri cultural responsibilities 

to speak as and care for Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. This is supporting Ngarrindjeri concepts of 

wise-use transmitted through Ngarrindjeri Creation stories. Formal agreements and processes have 

been developed to support Ngarrindjeri rights and responsibilities and develop partnerships with 

governments both local and State. KNY agreements and the Speaking as Country Deed are 

innovative new mechanisms to support the health of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. Ngarrindjeri have 

developed an assessment process for determining the health of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar based on 

the concept of Yannarumi (Speaking as Country). Ngarrindjeri believe that the health of Ngarrindjeri 

Yarluwar-Ruwe is improving since the first Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan agreement (KNYA) was 

reached with the Alexandrina Council in 2002. This agreement set a foundation for the 2009 KNYA 

with State Government that supported Ngarrindjeri to work collaboratively with government to find 

solutions to the extremely poor health of the Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe in the 2000s.   

We argue that criterion B and C are met. Criterion B is met given the antiquity of Ngarrindjeri 

cultural traditions and Creations Stories associated with the Ramsar site. Creation stories that reflect 

changes in the environment that were occurring in the last Ice Age are very rare (see Kampf & Bell 

2014). The Old People’s places (eg middens, burial grounds and other places) throughout the Ramsar 

site contain evidence of Ngarrindjeri lifeways over thousands of years (see Ngarrindjeri Nation 

2006).  

Criterion D is clearly met as the Coorong and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Wetland include a 

registered Aboriginal heritage site – under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA). The ‘Meeting of 

the Waters‘[6626-4727] site was registered in 2009 via a negotiated agreement with the South 

Australian Government (see Hemming 2009). This site includes the waters and the bed of the lakes, 

river and estuary. Its spiritual and cultural significance is essential to the wellbeing and productivity 

of the Ngarrindjeri nation, Ngarrindjeri lands and waters and all living things (see Bell 2008, 2014). 

The ‘Meeting of the Waters’ is internationally significant through its uniqueness as a registered 

Aboriginal site (including the waters) at the mouth of one of the world’s most important river 
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systems. The long legal and political struggle to protect this site, often known as the Hindmarsh 

Island Bridge Affair, has been resolved through negotiation by the State Government and the 

Ngarrindjeri Nation. This resolution, and the complexity of the preceding struggle, has made the 

‘Meeting of the Waters’ famous in international legal, historical, archaeological, anthropological and 

Indigenous contexts (see Cornell 2015b). The 2014 Speaking as Country Deed specifically commits 

the government to work with Ngarrindjeri to promote an improved understanding of the meaning 

and significance of the ‘Meeting of the Waters site’. In signing a KNYA, parties commit to listening to 

Ngarrindjeri ‘Speaking as Country’. This shift in message from simply listening, to striving for a 

deeper understanding, is crucial to truly grasping what Ngarrindjeri have been trying to explain since 

colonisation.  

Since the 2006 ECD, Ngarrindjeri have created a new relationship with the State of South Australia 

through a number of agreements and partnerships which have created a framework for consultation 

and negotiation for Ngarrindjeri engagement in NRM. This Ngarrindjeri strategy of engagement has 

provided the framework for better Ngarrindjeri engagement in this ECD and greater mechanism to 

integrate the Ngarrindjeri ‘cultural’ character into the description of the Ramsar wetland site. Whilst 

there are yet to be Criterion that specifically recognise the cultural values of Ramsar wetlands, 

contracting parties under the Ramsar convention have adopted Resolutions that outline principles to 

take into account cultural values of wetlands. In conjunction with a number of guiding principles, the 

four cultural characteristics (responded to above) are provided to guide this process. There is also a 

greater move towards a more holistic definition of the term ‘wetland ecosystem services’ as defined 

under the Ramsar convention, due to the work undertaken since the adoption of the resolutions. 

The Australian government is obligated as a contracting party under the convention to consider 

cultural values of wetlands.  

For Ngarrindjeri the whole of the Ramsar site was created by Creation Ancestors and has been 

managed according to Ngarrindjeri law for thousands of years. When the British arrived in South 

Australia the Ramsar site was not uninhabited, nor in a ‘natural’ state. Ngarrindjeri management of 

over thousands of years supported the designation of the ‘site’ as a Ramsar wetland. As scientific 

research increases the deep Ngarrindjeri understandings of ‘Country’ will be appreciated and 

reflected in environmental science accounts of the Ramsar site. 

In 2013 the NRA and DEWNR established a new partnership to investigate how to better include 

Ngarrindjeri interests and philosophies in the update of the ECD. This new level of engagement is 

underpinned by the Ngarrindjeri KNYA process with the SA government and was finalised through 

the establishment of a specific Statement of Commitment (SOC). Through Ramsar ECD SOC, a series 

of joint initiatives were developed to influence the application of the Ramsar ECD guidelines, and 

negotiate the use of Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge. These approaches sought to merge the ECD 

framework with relevant Ramsar resolutions by taking into account the cultural values of wetlands 

and better understanding the relationships between indigenous values and wetland conservation 

and wise use. This strategy of engagement has provided the framework for Ngarrindjeri to secure a 

more equitable engagement in the update of this Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD . Importantly, this 

approach supports the Australian government’s responsibilities under the Ramsar Convention 

resolutions on the incorporation of cultural values in the effective management of Ramsar sites. It 

also provides the opportunity to articulate with other key regional plans such as the Lower Lakes, 

Coorong and Murray Mouth Environmental Water Management Plan (MDBA 2014). 
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In 2002 and 2005, Contracting Parties under the Ramsar Convention adopted two Resolutions that 

provide rationale and guiding principles for integrating Indigenous and cultural values into 

conservation, wise-use, ecological character and site management – VIII.19 Guiding principles for 

taking into account the cultural value of wetlands for the effective management of sites (Ramsar 

Convention 2002) and IX.21: Taking into account the cultural values of wetlands (Ramsar Convention 

2005). A Ramsar culture working group, established under Resolution XIII.21 and its wider reaching 

successor the Ramsar Culture Network, cooperate with UNESCO and other international bodies to 

ensure that such principles on culture and wetlands are appropriately reflected in strategic planning 

(see Papayannis & Pritchard 2008, 2013; RCN 2014, RCWG 2012, 2013). 8 Their recent position 

papers to the Ramsar Standing Committee characterise the overall Ramsar agenda as a cultural one. 

They further argue that effectively taking into account culture and wetlands in the implementation 

of the Ramsar Strategic Plan lies in the interpretation of ‘the full holistic nature of the “ecosystem 

approach” and “ecosystem services” thinking that underpins most of the Plan’s other 

strategies…’(RCWG 2013:2). This understanding reflects the directions undertaken in this ECD 

attempting to recongise Ngarrindjeri philosophies of being as crucial in determining ecological 

character, wise use and appropriate conservation strategies for the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar 

wetland. An updated ECD will better align South Australia’s approach to Ramsar management with 

the direction that Ramsar is taking in the international context. It further supports the 

implementation of the Fourth Ramsar Strategic plan 2016-2024, in particular, Strategic Goals two 

and three and other priority areas of focus, which assists in the Australian government to fulfil their 

obligations as a contracting party under the Convention.  
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5 Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

This report is theoretical, historical and methodological in scope. The authors have applied an inter-

disciplinary strategy and write from the perspective of an Indigenous nation and a long-term project 

that has sought to reassemble the processes that seek to define, contain and locate Indigenous 

people’s relationship to ‘Country’, often in terms of distinctive categories and a past-oriented 

discourse (see Hemming & Rigney 2008; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 2015). This report describes the 

complex work required by a regional Indigenous nation to bring traditions, values, knowledges and 

philosophies into the future. This work is being conducted in partnership with Universities, non-

Indigenous governments, other Indigenous nations and local non-Indigenous people. These 

transformations have emerged from a reconfiguration of relations between Ngarrindjeri nation and 

the settler-State in south-eastern Australia. What is taking place is an ethical and transversal mode 

of conceptual engagement through shared participation in research and knowledge-formation. 

These engagements can be mutually enriching, as Indigenous philosophies come to inform new non-

Indigenous understandings that better respond to the health needs of both people and 

environment, and so translate to more effective policy solutions. 

  

Since the 1967 Referendum Ngarrindjeri have begun to see changes to their treatment by wider 

Australian society. Prior to this time Ngarrindjeri, along with other Aboriginal people, were 

completely excluded from decision-making that controlled their lives and the health of their 

Yarluwar- Ruwe (Sea Country - lands and waters). From the mid-1980s Ngarrindjeri began to build 

new institutions such as Camp Coorong Race Relations and Cultural Education Centre to begin 

educating the broader Australian society about their culture, identity and traditions. At the heart of 

this education was an attempt to provide the Ngarrindjeri perspective on the impacts of colonisation 

to their lives, and their lands/waters, and to explain the unique relationship that Ngarrindjeri have 

with their Country. Ngarrindjeri worked with the SA Education Department and the SA Museum to 

educate the non-Indigenous community about this history and Ngarrindjeri understanding of the 

interconnectedness of the lands and waters, the people and all living things (see Hemming, Rigney & 

Pearce 2007; Hemming & Rigney 2014). It is important to note that Ngarrindjeri had no say in the 

Australian Government’s designation of the Coorong and Lakes as a Ramsar site in 1985 and have 

only had the opportunity to begin the process of gaining recognition and respect for Ngarrindjeri 

perspectives of wise use in the Post-Referendum (1967) era (see Mattingley & Hampton 1988; 

Hattam, Rigney & Hemming 2007). The Ramsar site remains a site of contestation and negotiation 

where justice for Ngarrindjeri still requires considerable changes to the settler-State’s NRM regimes 

(see Bell 1998, 2009, 2014; Simons 2003).  

 

The Ramsar Convention defines wise use of wetlands as ‘the maintenance of their ecological 

character, achieved through the implementation of ecosystem approaches, within the context of 

sustainable development’ (Ramsar Convention Secretariat, 2013 in Colloff, Crossman & Overton 

2015, p. 1). Ramsar wise-use depends on concepts such as ecosystems services that rely on capitalist 

models of value and benefit to make connections between what are considered the separate 

domains of human and nature and wellbeing (see Sullivan 2010; Jackson & Palmer 2015). For 

Ngarrindjeri, these conceptualisations of wise-use, ecosystem services, capitalist production and 

wellbeing fail to take into account Ngarrindjeri principles of interconnection, responsibility and 

reciprocity contained in Ngarrindjeri philosophies such as Ruwe/Ruwar (body, spirit, country and all 
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living things) and Yannarumi (Speaking as Country). In principle the goals of the Ramsar Convention 

share objectives and values with Ngarrindjeri philosophies, but the western models imposed in ECDs 

and the management actions they produce, can have very negative consequences for Ngarrindjeri 

wellbeing. Indigenous engagement with Ramsar processes requires caution, deep consideration and 

strategic engagement. Ngarrindjeri, in partnership with Flinders University researchers and the 

DEWNR, are attempting to transform the Ramsar management process, with its concepts such as 

ecosystem services, to take into account Ngarrindjeri values and responsibilities. This ground-up, 

internationally connected, theorised and practical engagement is informed by the work of 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars writing about: contemporary forms of colonialism; the 

potential for ex-colonialism; new kinds of assemblages of humans and non-humans; and what is 

from a western perspective described as posthumanism and from an indigenous perspective greater 

recognition of the value of indigenous philosophies and scholarship (see Rose 1996; Guattari 2000; 

Latour 2004; Barad 2007; Bignall 2010, 2014; Byrd 2011; Simpson 2014; Rigney, Bignall & Hemming 

2015; Bignall, Hemming & Rigney 2016; Lui et al. 2016) . The authors join with Jackson and Palmer 

(2015, p. 139) in their recent call for revisions to the concept of ecosystem services to take into 

account and value Indigenous responsibilities to care for/as country. 

 

In its engagement with the development of the updated Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD the NRA is 

conducting a Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) assessment of the health of the Ramsar site 

addressing the overall wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwar. This incorporates an assessment of 

the health-giving effects of the ECD process that has been collaboratively developed with the SA 

Government. The Yannarumi assessment highlights the importance of ensuring that regional 

management plans, policy documents and reports (such as the ECD) reflect Ngarrindjeri 

responsibilities and cultural principles (eg Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar) – this produces healthy 

outcomes and improved wellbeing for Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. In an attempt to address the 

compartmentalisation inherent in the existing ECD’s representation of a wetland as an ecosystem 

comprising critical components, processes and ‘ecosystem services’, Ngarrindjeri have used the 

Yannarumi framework to address the capacity of the Ramsar site to reproduce Ngarrindjeri 

wellbeing through what can be translated as a philosophy of interconnected benefit and 

responsibility. This approach provides Ngarrindjeri leaders with a mechanism for understanding, 

interrupting and potentially transforming the Western ontologies, epistemologies and practices that 

seek to redefine Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe in an ‘ecological character description’ that they know 

will be influential in determining the value, management and use of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar 

site. For Indigenous leaders engaging in the development of a Ramsar ECD in Australia this is an 

encounter with a complex assemblage of ideas, knowledge and concepts such as ‘ecosystem 

services’ and ‘cultural services’. Such concepts bring with them potentially imperial technologies of 

colonialism that seek to de-territorialise Indigenous knowledges and ways of being. Indigenous 

leaders need to develop political literacy and a savvy understanding of the implications of this 

engagement for their Indigenous ways of knowing, being and acting. 

 

This ECD is the first attempt at comprehensively bringing Ngarrindjeri understandings of the 

relationship between healthy lands and waters and all living things into Ramsar wetland planning 

and management. This innovation emerges out of the new relationship between the South 

Australian government and Ngarrindjeri, established through the Ngarrindjeri contract law KNY 

Agreement making process and supported by the Ngarrindjeri partnerships Project (2011), the 
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Ramsar Ecological Character description Statement of Commitment (SOC) 2014 and the Speaking as 

Country Deed 2014. This strategy of engagement has provided a more equitable and culturally 

appropriate framework for Ngarrindjeri to input into this ECD (Appendix 2) and better merges the 

requirements of the national framework (DEWHA 2008) with Ramsar Convention Resolutions 

pertaining to culture, wetlands and Indigenous people and Australia’s obligations under the under 

the United Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous peoples (UNDRIP). This approach enables 

Ngarrindjeri to Speak as Country - crucial for healthy Ruwe/Ruwar (land, body, spirit) within the 

Ramsar wetland site. It also supports the delivery of outcomes of the Long Term Plan for the CLLMM 

region (DEH 2010:2), more specifically sustaining Ngarrindjeri cultural life through adequate flows. 

 

It is clear that, in southern South Australia, natural resource management has been transformed 

through a sustained Indigenous-led strategy focused on Indigenous nation building. The Ngarrindjeri 

KNYA process has produced a unique working relationship between an Indigenous nation and non-

Indigenous interests represented by the government at all levels, universities and other groups. Key 

to the Ngarrindjeri strategy has been good governance, increased research, policy and planning 

capacity and strong local, regional and international partnerships (see Hemming & Rigney 2011; Lui 

et al. 2016) . As a marker of the success of this strategy the Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe Program, in 

partnership with DEWNR, recently won the Australian Riverprize 2015 for delivering excellence in 

Australian river management.9 The success of the NRA model has also inspired a radical and unique 

policy shift in Indigenous affairs in South Australia with the official introduction in 2016 of Aboriginal 

Regional Authorities. The centrality of the unique Indigenous relationship with ‘Country’ remains 

critical to the Ngarrindjeri vision for a healthy Indigenous nation; engaging with this vision through 

the NRA programs is now a proven pathway for non-Indigenous projects and programs similarly 

aimed at fostering the health of communities and their environments. The NRA stresses the need for 

governments to understand and respect Ngarrindjeri responsibilities to Speak as Country 

(Yannarumi) and to act as an Indigenous nation. This has required attention to re-assembling the 

actor networks that constitute the contemporary contact zone between Ngarrindjeri and the settler 

State.  
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5.1 Recommendations 
 

1. Indigenous co-management of Ramsar sites should be promoted and indigenous values, 

knowledges and philosophies should structure Character Descriptions, along with western 

scientific and socio-cultural models; 

2. Australian Ramsar Guidelines should be reviewed for alignment with the United Nations 

Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the Fourth Ramsar Strategic Plan 2016-

2024; 

3. Ngarrindjeri engagement in the re-writing of the Coorong and Lakes ECD should be 

recognised by the Australian Government as a case study that addresses Target 10 of the 

Ramsar Strategic Plan 2016-2024. Target 10 ‘The traditional knowledge, innovations and 

practices of indigenous peoples and local communities relevant for the wise use of wetlands 

and their customary use of wetland resources are documented, respected, subject to 

national legislation and relevant international obligations, and fully integrated and reflected 

in the implementation of the Convention, with a full and effective participation of 

indigenous peoples and local communities at all relevant levels’.  

4. The Ramsar concept of ‘wise use’ more closely aligns with indigenous philosophies and 

recognises that people are central to ecosystems – the ‘National framework and guidance 

for describing the ecological character of Australian Ramsar wetlands’ should be reviewed to 

align more closely with the Ramsar concept of wise use and the increasing recognition by 

Ramsar of indigenous conceptualisations of wise use.  

5. A protocol document with an agreed set of values, negotiated between indigenous 

nations/communities, scientists and local non-indigenous people, should be developed 

(where appropriate) to set a basis for agreements relating to critical features, sustainable 

benefits and services and the agreed limits of acceptable change.  

6. Indigenous nations need to have direct access to relevant governments and agencies (in the 

Australian context this refers to Commonwealth Departments) to enable them to provide 

culturally appropriate explanations of their understandings of, and connections with 

country; 

7. Indigenous nations should be supported to continue their unique roles in the reproduction 

of healthy wetlands. This principle should be prioritised as a critical and socially just 

component of wise use and a test of responsible wetland management; 

8. All wetland management plans and ecological character descriptions should recognise that 

lands and waters were managed by indigenous people prior to colonisation and that the 

resilience of indigenous people post-colonisation has significantly contributed to the health 

of wetlands and river systems; 

9. Resources should be allocated directly to indigenous nations/communities to co-develop 

Ramsar ECDs and management plans; 
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Ngarrindjeri water workshop, CSIRO Water-For-Healthy-Country Flagship Project, Camp Coorong, 

2007. Photograph from Birckhead et al. 2011 

 

1 We use the term ‘country’ to represent Indigenous understandings of life-worlds that do not incorporate a 

fundamental western divide between nature and human. For Ngarrindjeri the concept Ruwe/Ruwar (lands, 

waters, all living things, body and spirit) can be translated as ‘country’. 
2 Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) represents the interconnected characteristics of Ngarrindjeri 

‘country’ and incorporates the concept of Ruwe/Ruwar (lands, waters, all living things, body and spirit). 
3 The KNYA 2009 recognises Ngarrindjeri as the traditional owners of a section of Ngarrindjeri country claimed 

under Australian native title legislation –Ngarrindjeri & Others Native Title Claim (SC1998/004). 
4 Steve Hemming and Daryle Rigney co-presented three papers at the 2015 River Symposium in Brisbane. The 

NRA in partnership with DEWNR had been shortlisted as finalists in the 2015 Australian Riverprize – 

eventually winning. This led to a delivery of a keynote presentation. The following presentations have included 

results of research conducted as part of this Goyder project ‘Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi: Ngarrindjeri engagement 

in NRM, environmental water planning and Ramsar’, Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority, Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-

Ruwe Protocols Workshop: Ngarrindjeri engagement in Ramsar Ecological Character Description, Nunkuwarrin 

Yunti, Adelaide, 29th July 2015; ‘Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi Assessment – Ramsar Ecological Character 

Descriptions’ Inter-Nation Summit, Lake Condah, hosted by Gunditj Mirring, 20-21 October 2015; 

‘Ngarrindjeri Partnerships: Assessing the health of Yarluwar-Ruwe’, Ecological Society of Australia, Annual 

Conference, Adelaide, 29th November – 3rd December 2015. 
5 The Goyder Institute for Water Research was formally acknowledged in the 2015 NRA/DEWNR Australian 

Riverprize win and the Goyder research projects E.1.7 and E.1.17 were included as case studies in the successful 

application. 
6 The NRA has negotiated a ‘Statement of Commitment’ with the South Australian Government dealing with 

Indigenous engagement in water resource planning in line with the Murray-Darling Basin Plan. 
7 Ruppia is an aquatic plant and a key source of food and nutrients for birds, fish and invertebrates in the 

Coorong. The key outcomes of the Ruppia translocation program SOC include: 

1. Culturally appropriate processes for Ngarrindjeri engagement in development and review of the Ruppia 

Translocation Implementation Plan. 

2. Ngarrindjeri cultural values and aspirations for restoring the ecological character of the CLLMM 

region are identified by Ngarrindjeri and appropriately integrated into the Ruppia Translocation Project 

3. The NRA and DEWNR follow the Cultural Knowledge management protocols to ensure knowledge is 

protected while being appropriately applied throughout the Ruppia Translocation Project 
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8 The Ramsar Culture Network is supported by the recently established Celebrating Culture, Wetlands & 

Livelihoods Partnership 2015-2017 (Ramsar Convention 2015a).  
9 The International RiverFoundation’s Riverprize is Australia's top award for effective and sustainable river 

basin management. The NRA’s win was in partnership with the SA Department of Environment, Water and 

Natural Resources (DEWNR), and also included support from Flinders University, Goyder Institute for Water 

Research, the Commonwealth Department of the Environment and the Australian Research Council.  
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Appendix 3: Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi Assessment Framework – 
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